City of Wildwood
Town Center Update Team (TCUT)
Agenda for the Tuesday, December 8, 2020 Meeting
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Wildwood City Hall
16860 Main Street 63040
This meeting will be via “Zoom Webinar Platform” and Broadcast Live on the City of
Wildwood’s YouTube Channel (https://cityofwildwood.com/youtube)
Zoom link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85076516209?
pwd=OHBQZEJxYzlFRmpMNHdTdFRvaGZpdz09
Webinar ID: 850 7651 6209
Passcode: 988897
Meeting #22 – Review of Public Input and Final Recommendations of Team
I. Welcome And Opening Remarks By Chair Loyal And The Pledge Of Allegiance
II. Review And Action On Draft Minutes From October 7, 2020 Team Meeting
Documents:
DRAFT 10-7-2020 TCUT MINUTES.PDF
III. Public Comments & Input
IV. Explanation Of Meeting Materials By Department Of Planning And Parks
V. Review Of Feedback From Public Input Process
Documents:
SURVEY RESULTS REPORT.PDF
VI. Review And Final Action On Proposed Modifications To The Town Center Plan
VII. Final Public Comments & Input From Team Members
VIII. Other Items Of Interest
IX. Closing Remarks And Adjournment By Chair Loyal

Note on Agenda: The Town Center Update Team will consider and act upon these
matters listed above and any such others as may be presented at the meeting and
determined appropriate for discussion at that time.
Accessibility and Accommodations for All Groups: The City of Wildwood will provide
reasonable accommodations for persons attending Town Center Update Team meetings.
Requests for reasonable accommodations should be directed to Megan Eldridge, City
Clerk, at 636-458-0440, or via email at megan@cityofwildwood.com , at least 48 hours prior
to the start of the meeting.

City of Wildwood, Missouri
Record of Proceedings
Town Center Update Team Meeting
Wednesday, October 7, 2020
Wildwood City Hall, 16860 Main Street, Wildwood, Missouri
63040
Meeting #21 Minutes
The Town Center Update Team meeting was called to order by Chair Loyal, at 6:30 p.m., on Wednesday,
September 30, 2020, via ‘Zoom Webinar Platform’ and broadcast on the City of Wildwood’s YouTube Channel,
from Wildwood City Hall, 16860 Main Street, Wildwood, Missouri.
I.

Welcome and Opening Remarks by Chair Loyal and Pledge of Allegiance
Chair Loyal welcomed the Team Members to the meeting and thanked them for their attendance. Thereafter,
Chair Loyal led the attendees in the Pledge of Allegiance. He requested roll call be taken, and then asked Dr.
Jones to please begin the moderation of the meeting.
Roll Call was taken, with the following results:
Present Team Members: Curtis, Rowton, Lux, Risdall, Broyles, Hood, Loyal, Kohn, Helfrey, Lee, Hoffmann, and
Council Members McCutchen and Gillani.
Absent: Team Members Edwards, Weiss, Marion, Sedlak, and Hoffmann
Staff in attendance: Director of Planning Vujnich, Assistant Director of Planning Arnett, Planner Newberry,
and Economic Development Manager Julian Jacquin.

II. Review and Action on Draft Minutes from September 30, 2020 Team Meeting
Dr. Jones questioned if there were any comments or modifications from the Team Members regarding the
minutes of the September 30, 2020 Meeting. Being none, Dr. Jones declared the minutes approved by
consensus.
III.

Public Comments and Input
None

IV. Explanation of Meeting Materials by Department of Planning and Parks
Director Vujnich provided a brief explanation of the items in the packet, as they relate to tonight’s agenda
items that are scheduled for discussion.
Chair Loyal noted his request to add an item for discussion relative to the Team’s decisions on Ackerley Place
and Latitude N38. Hearing no objections, Dr. Jones added the item to the agenda by consensus.

Discussion on Team’s Actions Regarding Ackerley Place and Latitude N38
Chair Loyal questioned if the Town Center Update Team’s actions on these two (2) petitions should be
included in the public input being gathered, or excluded, because both have already proceeded with their
zoning processes at City Council. Discussion was held regarding this action and concluded with consensus
from the Team to have Department staff report to the City Council this group’s recommendation, but not to
include them as questions in the public input survey. Discussion was also held regarding the Team’s decision
not to change to the plan’s land use designation of the parcels of ground owned by St. Luke’s, which are
located on the northeast corner of State Route 109 and State Route 100, but it should still be included as
part of the public input process.
A motion was made by Member Loyal, seconded by Member McCutchen, to include a question in the public
input survey relative to no action taken to modify the Regulating Plan designation on the St. Luke’s Hospital
parcels of ground.
A roll call vote was taken with the following results:
Aye – Members Curtis, Rowton, Lux, Risdall, Broyles, Hood, Loyal, Helfrey, Lee, McCutchen, and Gillani.
Nay – Kohn
At the conclusion of the vote, Dr. Jones declared the motion approved.
V. Discussion on Public Input Process
Director Vujnich provided an overview of the proposed public input process, which would be entirely virtual.
Assistant Director Arnett provided an overview of the materials to be used, including the City’s website and
an introductory video to be created by Staff. Economic Development Manager Jacquin explained the maps
to be made to tell the Town Center story visually. Planner Newberry noted the process is similar to what was
successfully implemented for the first phase of public input on the Village Green.
Member Kohn left the meeting.
Discussion was then held regarding the following: the desire to provide the materials in advance to the Team
Members for their review; the goal of the public input process to gauge resident opinions on the proposed
changes; the support of mailing a postcard to every household, not just a select group; the concern for
gathering input from all residents, especially those citizens on the periphery of the City; the need to explain
in the introductory video why there is a Town Center, how the Town Center prevents infiltration of other uses
throughout the City, and how its allowance for commercial uses protects all of Wildwood; the need for specific
information on the postcard that is mailed, including dates for input and ways to respond; and a request for
a list of the major objectives of the public input process.
A motion was made by Member Helfrey, seconded by Member Broyles, to proceed forward with the
guidelines provided in the memorandum for the public input process.
A roll call vote was taken with the following results:
Aye – Members Curtis, Rowton, Lux, Risdall, Broyles, Hood, Loyal, Helfrey, Lee, McCutchen, and Gillani.
Nay – None
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At the conclusion of the vote, Dr. Jones declared the motion approved.
VI.

Final Public Comments and Input from Team Members
None

VII.

Other Items of Interest
None

VIII. Next Meeting Date – Tuesday, December 8, 2020 at 6:30 p.m.
Consensus was reached to retain December 8th for the final meeting.
IX.

Closing Remarks and Adjournment by Chair Loyal
There being no further business to conduct, Team Member Hood motioned to adjourn, which was seconded
by Team Member Rowton. Upon a voice vote, Dr. Jones declared the meeting adjourned at 7:16 p.m.
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Results of Public Input Process
This survey was conducted during November 2020 to obtain
feedback on the Town Center Update Team’s proposed modifications
to the Town Center Plan, as part of its ten (10) year update
mandate.

Town Center Update Team

Town Center Update Team
RESULTS OF PUBLIC INPUT PROCESS

INTENT OF SURVEY
A 24-question survey was posted online to ascertain Wildwood residents’ feedback on the proposed
modifications to the Town Center Plan. This public input process sought to achieve five (5) objectives, including:
1. To distinguish why the Town Center Area is important to the City’s overall land use policies;
2. To define the Town Center Area in terms of location, size, the development philosophy that has been
applied there, and what is unique about it (New Urbanism);
3. To describe the update process of the plan and volunteers who oversaw the two (2) year process;
4. To explain the proposed changes to the plan; and
5. To characterize how comments can be shared and how they will be used in updating this plan.

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC INPUT MATERIALS
The materials for the public input process included an introductory video and the 24-question survey. The
introductory video was posted on the City’s YouTube site. It was then shared on the City’s website and social
media platforms. The conclusion of the video requested participation in the online survey. The survey was posted
utilizing SurveyMonkey’s website.
A postcard was mailed to all households in the City (approximately 14,000) notifying residents of the
opportunity to provide their feedback on the Town Center update process. The information was also available
on the City’s website. A total of seven hundred seventy-five (775) responses were received. This response rate
accounts for 5.5% of households and 2.0% of total residents.
In an effort to gather the largest response rate, the City used the following marketing/publication measures:
•
•

•

Postcard sent by direct mailer to all households (see above);
Notification of survey and request for responses, with a link to the overview page on the City’s website,
which included the video and survey, and was posted each week for several months in the City’s Weekly
E-Newsletter, which is distributed to nearly 1,900 recipients; and
A social media campaign on the City’s Facebook (over 6,700 followers), Twitter (over 1,900 followers),
and Instagram (over 1,500 followers) pages to promote the survey and encourage responses.

SURVEY QUESTIONS & RESPONSES
Each of the twenty-four (24) survey questions, followed by the responses, are listed in table and chart form
below. Each table identifies the responses that were received, the quantity of respondents with the same answer,
and the percentage of overall respondents who made the same selection. Each chart shows the percentage of
answers. Each question is on a separate page of the report.
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QUESTION #1 - DEMOGRAPHICS
1. Are you a Wildwood resident?

Question #1 Responses in Table Format:
Question #1 Responses

Qty

% or Responses

Yes
No

763
12

98.45%
1.55%

Totals

775

100%

Question #1 Responses in Char t Format:

ARE YOU A WILDWOOD RESIDENT?
No

Yes
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QUESTION #2 - DEMOGRAPHICS
2. Do you live in the Town Center Area?

Question #2 Responses in Table Format:
Question #2 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
I’m Not Sure

279
452
44

36.00%
58.32%
5.68%

Total

775

100%

Question #2 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU LIVE IN THE TOWN CENTER AREA?
I'm Not Sure

Yes
No
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QUESTION #3 - BOUNDARY
3.
Do you support the addition of 5 properties to the Town Center Boundary
located to the south of the Grover Crossing Subdivision and east of Woods Road?

Question #3 Responses in Table Format:
Question #3 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

399
207
122

54.81%
28.43%
16.76%

Total

728

93.93%

Question #3 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT THE BOUNDARY CHANGE ON
THE SOUTH?
No Opinion

No
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QUESTION #4 - BOUNDARY
4. Do you support the addition of 7 properties to the Town Center Boundary
located to the west of its current boundary to Pond Road and south of State
Route 100?

Question #4 Responses in Table Format:
Question #4 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

384
256
91

52.53%
35.02%
12.45%

Total

731

94.32%

Question #4 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT THE BOUNDARY CHANGE ON THE
WEST?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #5 – STREET NETWORK
5. Do you agree with the prioritization of street improvements within the Town Center?
The top 7 Town Center streets for improvement are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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Center Avenue
New College Avenue
Generations Avenue
Eatherton Road
Main Street
Taylor Road
Eastgate Avenue
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Question #5 Responses in Table Format:
Question #5 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion
Other

480
58
164
16

66.85%
8.08%
22.84%
2.23%

Total

718

92.64%

Question #5 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU AGREE WITH THE STREET PRIORITIZATION?
Other
No Opinion

No
Yes
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QUESTION #6 – STREET NETWORK
6. If ‘No’ or ‘Other,’ what street should be included?

Question #6 Responses:
Fifty-seven (57) text responses were provided. See Appendix A for list.
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QUESTION #7 – NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN STANDARDS
7. Do you like the aesthetics of the streetscape, i.e. – street trees, wide sidewalks,
street furniture, etc.?

Question #7 Responses in Table Format:
Question #7 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

672
31
19

93.07%
4.29%
2.63%

Total

722

93.16%

Question #7 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU LIKE THE STREETSCAPE AESTHETICS?
No

No Opinion

Yes
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QUESTION #8 – NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN STANDARDS
8.
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Do you support the recommendation that all existing private alleys in the Town
Center to become publicly owned and maintained, as well as all future alleys
to be platted as public? (Private alleys currently exist in the following
subdivisions: Manors at the Meadows of Cherry Hills, Main Street Crossing,
Villages at Brightleaf, and Windsor Crest.)
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Question #8 Responses in Table Format:
Question #8 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

315
234
153

44.87%
33.33%
21.79%

Total

702

90.58%

Question #8 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT PUBLIC ALLEYS?
No Opinion

Yes

No
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QUESTION #9 – LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
9. Where would you support drive throughs in association with restaurants?
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Question #9 Responses in Table Format:
Question #9 Responses

Qty.

% of Responses

Nowhere
Only where they already exist
Along State Route 100 and State Route 109
In the Downtown District
In the Downtown and Workplace Districts

63
189
127
81
243

8.96%
26.88%
18.07%
11.52%
34.57%

Totals

703

90.70%

Question #9 Responses in Char t Format:

WHERE DO YOU SUPPORT DRIVE THROUGHS?
Nowhere
In Downtown &
Workplace

In Downtown

Only where
already exist

Along SR 100 &
109
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QUESTION #10 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
10. Currently, the Town Center Plan allows ‘Research Laboratories & Facilities' in the
Downtown District. Do you support the addition of 'Research Laboratories &
Facilities' as a conditional use in the Workplace District? Note: Conditional uses have
additional layers of review than permitted uses. (See Map)
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Question #10 Responses in Table Format:
Question #10 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

359
212
131

51.14%
30.20%
18.66%

Total

702

90.58%

Question #10 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT RESEARCH LABS IN DOWNTOWN?
No Opinion

Yes
No
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QUESTION #11 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
11. Do you support the allowance of 'Bed and Breakfasts' as a conditional use in both
the Downtown and Workplace Districts (both commercial zones)? (See Map)
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Question #11 Responses in Table Format:
Question #11 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

507
146
55

71.61%
20.62%
7.77%

Total

708

91.35%

Question #11 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT BED & BREAKFASTS IN
DOWNTOWN AND WORKPLACE?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #12 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
12. Do you support stores, shops, and open-air markets being added to the
Downtown & Workplace Districts?
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Question #12 Responses in Table Format:
Question #12 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

651
49
9

91.82%
6.91%
1.27%

Total

709

91.48%

Question #12 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT STORES, SHOPS, AND OPEN-AIR
MARKETS IN DOWNTOWN AND WORKPLACE?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #13 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
13. Do you support a change in the Land Use Category designation for ten (10)
properties at the intersection of Eatherton Road and Crestview Drive from
Downtown District (highest density commercial) to Neighborhood General
District (allows low density commercial uses, with a conditional use permit, and
single and multiple family residential uses)?
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Question #13 Responses in Table Format:
Question #13 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

382
221
84

55.60%
32.17%
12.23%

Total

687

88.64%

Question #13 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT A CHANGE IN LAND USE AT
EATHERTON AND CRESTVIEW?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #14 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
14. Do you support a change in the Land Use Category designation for two (2)
properties to the west of City Hall, owned by the City and intended for its Village
Green, from Downtown District (highest density commercial) to
Cultural/Institutional? (See Map)
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Question #14 Responses in Table Format:
Question #14 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

486
113
87

70.85%
16.47%
12.68%

Total

686

88.51%

Question #14 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT A CHANGE IN LAND USE WEST OF CITY
HALL?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #15 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
15. Do you support the addition of a Land Use Category to be called Neighborhood
Edge Transition District (NET) that would be used as a transitional district
between higher densities in the Town Center and large-lot residential uses
surrounding it? The NET District would only allow single family detached
residential uses at a density of 1 home per every 1.5 acres.
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Question #15 Responses in Table Format:
Question #15 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

450
168
48

67.57%
25.23%
7.21%

Total

666

85.93%

Question #15 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT THE ADDITION OF NET CATEGORY?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #16 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
16. Do you support the removal of multiple family and single family attached uses
from the Neighborhood Edge District?
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Question #16 Responses in Table Format:
Question #16 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

357
162
147

53.60%
24.32%
22.07%

Total

666

85.93%

Question #16 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT THE REMOVAL OF MULTIPLE FAMILY
AND SINGLE FAMILY ATTACHED UNITS IN NEIGHBORHOD
EDGE?
No Opinion

Yes
No
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QUESTION #17 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
17. Do you support residential uses, both multiple and single family, but only with
a conditional use permit within the Cultural/Institutional District?
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Question #17 Responses in Table Format:
Question #17 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

220
333
114

32.98%
49.93%
17.09%

Total

667

86.06%

Question #17 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT RESIDENTIAL USES ONLY WITH CUP IN
CULTURAL/INSTITUTIONAL?
No Opinion
Yes

No
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QUESTION #18 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
18. Do you support the Committee’s decision to retain the current Land Use District
Designation of Workplace (commercial uses) on the properties located on the
northeast corner of State Route 100 and State Route 109?
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Question #18 Responses in Table Format:
Question #18 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

439
147
82

65.72%
22.01%
12.28%

Total

668

86.19%

Question #18 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT RETAINING COMMERCIAL USES AT
NORTHEAST CORNER OF SR 100 & 109?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTION #19 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
19. Do you support retaining grocery and food service stores as a conditional use in
the Neighborhood Edge District?
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Question #19 Responses in Table Format:
Question #19 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

545
79
46

81.34%
11.79%
6.87%

Total

670

86.45%

Question #19 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT RETAINING GROCERY AND FOOD
SERVICE IN NEIGHBORHOOD EDGE?
No Opinion
No

Yes
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QUESTION #20 - LAND USE CATEGORIES OF REGULATING PLAN
20. Do you support a change in the title of Park and Open Spaces from public and
private types to a more general label of Park and Open Spaces; Scenic Areas?

Question #20 Responses in Table Format:
Question #20 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

417
48
204

62.33%
7.17%
30.49%

Total

669

86.32%

Question #20 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT CHANGE IN NAME OF PARK AND
OPEN SPACES?
No Opinion

Yes
No
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QUESTION #21 – NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN STANDARDS
21. Do you support the committee’s recommendation that, if allowed in the Town
Center Area, front-entry garage doors must have a fifteen (15) foot setback from
the rest of the front of the dwelling (Neighborhood General District)?

Question #21 Responses in Table Format:
Question #21 Responses

Qty

% of Responses

Yes
No
No Opinion

410
92
163

61.65%
13.83%
24.51%

Total

665

85.80%

Question #21 Responses in Char t Format:

DO YOU SUPPORT A MINIMUM 15' SETBACK FOR FRONTENTRY GARAGES FROM THE DWELLING'S FRONT FACADE?
No Opinion

No

Yes
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QUESTIONS #22 - #24
The final three (3) survey questions were fill in the blank. See Appendix B, C, and D for the responses.

22. The intent of the Architectural Guidelines for the Town Center Area is to encourage
design creativity that will result in a compatible mix of architectural styles that create a
quality sense of place. Do you have any feedback on the architectural styles you see
within the Town Center Area or what you’d like to see in the future?
23. Is there any feedback you would like to provide on the previous questions or overall
plan?
24. Is there anything the Committee overlooked that you would like to see addressed in the
plan’s modifications?

Appendix A- Question #6
Q.6. If respondent answered ‘No’ or ‘Other’ on Question 5, they were asked what street should be included.
Question 5 was, ‘Do you agree with the prioritization of street improvements within the Town Center? The top
7 Town Center streets for improvement are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Center Avenue
New College Avenue
Generations Avenue
Eatherton Road
Main Street
Taylor Road
Eastgate Avenue’

57 respondents included their opinion on street priorities. Their responses are below:
Respondent
Responses
1
None are currently needed
I agree with the priority of Main Street, Taylor, Eastgate and New College as these carry
much more traffic volume than the others listed. I'm not sure why we'd want to spend money
2
on improvements to Generations drive, Center or Eatherton as they're relatively out of sight
roads that a tiny fraction of us utilize if ever.
3
Please put sidewalks on Eatherton.
4
Old State Rd
5
NA
6
Bouquet Road - west end
7
Drop generations, center, and east gate.
8
none
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Clayton Road from 109 to Strecker.
Woods Rd
It depends on what you’re talking about. Traffic/safety is one thing. Center-of-street gardens,
fancy lighting... is another thing, which I find profligate and haunted by maintenance costs.
Just don't agree with prioritization. Center, New College and Generations are not highly
traffic areas, why not prioritize the busier streets first
Is the question whether these streets should get priority over other streets in Wildwood outside
of Town Center, or is the question if these streets within Town Center should get priority over
other streets in Town Center?
I am not convinced these streets need improvement
Forest Leaf Parkway
Please move Eatherton Rd to a higher priority, as it's likely more highly traveled than Center
Ave. or Generations Ave.
None
Specific streets are fine, but order is not if 1-7 are in order of importance. We need to
address those most traveled and used by residents first.
Expand bike trails along Rt 100
You have not provided any information what changes/improvements are being proposed. If
it is to add more roundabouts...absolutely NOT!
Old Manchester Road
Crestview needs to go through to main street
Question 7 Comment regarding street/trail furniture has disappeared/theft since you didn't
provide a comment section
Valley Village Parkway: Pave it in smooth asphalt like was done on Manchester road west of
the round-about.
I think the top two priorities should be Main and Eatherton
Main Street and Crestview
My
Pond Grover Loop, main trafficways -none of these small side streets need money wasted on
them
Old Manchester road out west of 109 is very dark and could use attention, extension of
walking trails etc.
All of Woods Road
All streets should be a priority
I other streets. Stop bringing more crime to the area!!!
Opposed to upgrading Center Ave
None make the developer pay
What are the proposed "improvements"?
Woods road is awful and needs attention before the rest of this.
Needs to go further north on 109 - the dilapidated homes and traffic on 109 in trying to get
out of the subdivisions are devaluing our homes
Why do they need improvement? Money could be spent elsewhere.
Reduce expenditures; lower taxes
Just not needed
Prioritized street seem to benefit small number of people other than Taylor and Main street
None. Traffic flow is appropriate. I've lived here for 20+ year.
All of the streets in the Town Center area are just fine as they are.
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

109 north of Clayton
New College, Taylor only
Old State Road
Previously constructed streets
Lindy Lane
Eatherton should be #1.
Eatherton should be first, new Payne homes created so much traffic
Improve Taylor road by taking out the middle island from Main Street to old Manchester
road. It will allow traffic to flow better and not feel so confined when driving on Taylor road.
I disagree with the order. It should be the following:
1)Eatherton Road - VERY dangerous currently
2) Main Street
3)Center Ave

52
4) New College Ave
5) Generations Ave
6)Taylor
53
54
55

7)Eastgate
Babler View Dr. and surrounding streets
Old Manchester
Main Street should be priority
Those are newer roads. Why spend money there why not fix the awful bridges like the one
lane at Ossenfort and Wild Horse Creek??

56

57

Street improvements should focus on actual need of maintenance and functionality
improvements before aesthetics.

Appendix B – Question #22
Q.22. The intent of the Architectural Guidelines for the Town Center Area is to encourage design creativity
that will result in a compatible mix of architectural styles that create a quality sense of place. Do you have
any feedback on the architectural styles you see within the Town Center Area or what you'd like to see in the
future?
214 respondents included their opinion on Architectural Guidelines. Their responses are below:
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Respondents
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11
12
13

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Responses
Would like to see a more old style homey design like old world. Ellisville has done a good
job with this.
Rustic and Natural appearing
"Style" seems to be very subjective. All the red brick two-story townhomes on my block do
not reflect a mix of styles, but do evoke a certain high-density charm. A few blocks away,
we I do see single-family dwellings of many styles and colors, that works well, too.
I think variety is better than homogeneity. Don't make too many restrictions.
love the look of the two story building that has Town Center Dermatology and Benedettos,
and the Wildwood Hotel
So far it looks nice
Small cottage style, craftsman style. More 55 plus housing. 2 bedroom 2 bath small houses
I like the craftsman style bungalows.
No
Although we don't live in Town Center, my father does and he recently built a home. While
I appreciate some controls on house colors/styles/maintenance (to prevent a neon green
motif or overgrown/unkempt yards), some of the controls are just plain nuts. Preventing
houses from having shutters unless they are functional? Really? How does that improve the
visuals of the area? I HATE how the newer developments look. They are 100% cookie
cutter and are sitting on top of each other. It looks awful. I wouldn't buy one of those
homes if they were half of their over-inflated prices based on the permitted looks alone.
NA
Please include sidewalks in any and all updates
Modern architecture
(Clean lines)
They have no identity; this place can be anywhere else in US. Stop building houses, roads,
buildings, invest in green recreational and nature conservation areas. Future generations will
thank you/us. Stop destroying this area.
If restaurant drive-throughs are allowed, I don’t know what kind of architectural review is
required now, but I think there should be strict rules about what the building and drivethrough look like so that the building and drive-through blend in to surroundings, the
aesthetic looks higher-end and the drive-through isn’t super conspicuous, and non- drivethrough is the first choice.
I would recommend keeping a similar style to buildings such as those in the Milk&Honey
building.
Don’t like city hall design. Should have gone with original design on that. We like style of
hotel.
No
Look up the Americana in Glendale Ca, and the Grove in Los Angeles as style suggestions
Lots are too small.
Display homes themselves are attractive, but the grid network of streets, alleys and small
lots is very unattractive.
No more cookie cutter looks!
One of the appealing things about Wildwood is the feeling of "small town" charm, not
found in Ellisville, Ballwin etc. By adding various frontages it will lose that feeling.
Boring design.
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I like the architectural features of the existing buildings in the Town Center, however I was
disappointed when I saw the design of the new residences being built next to the movie
theater. I don't feel they fit in with the current buildings. It's a much more modern design
that I feel will look out of place.
I like the design and nostalgic feel of the movie house as well as the buildings around it.
Would like to see that theme continued. Stop building in wildwood! Too crowded!
I would like to see businesses take care of the landscaping around their premises. In some
cases- movie theater, Walgreens; it looks very very poor- weeds everywhere, dead trees, it
looks horrible.it should be more taken care of
I like what has been done so far.
I don’t know what “cultural” means in the above questions. The only constraint I’d like
considered is water run-off problems that might come from large pads of concrete. This stuff
creates monster problems for neighbors and the city budget. I’m dealing with flooding
frequently due to - I believe - home additions surrounding me (adding patios and extra
rooms); there’s no place for the water to seep into earth.
New Urbanism should have been tempered with common sense. Main Street should be just
that. Suitable for traffic flow, parking, and PARADES with room on the sidewalks for
viewers. Center islands belong on parkways, not clogging up Main Street. Sidewalks are
NOT pedestrian friendly when your spouse, friend, or canine must follow single file, often
ducking to avoid the trees in the middle of the cement, not to mention the metal grates
awaiting the ladies wearing heels. Remove the trees and put them in the adjacent grass
with much less maintenance cost. As for the building designs, the look is too east coast to my
taste, but you have gone with the NU plan, the die is cast.
A more traditional architectural style, winding walkways rather than old St. Louis Brick
storefronts and alley ways.
I like the uniformity of the look and keeping the look elegant and not too modern
No neon signs. No color allowed on a roof like the BP Gas Station. Can this gas station be
required to change its exterior to blend more with the beauty around it? Homes - no vinyl
siding. For businesses, only brick exterior should be allowed and major natural buffers (any
new business should be requires to plan extensive trees and landscaping to blend with the
environment around Wildwood.
no
I would like to see more modern styles. It is 21 century and it is time to break with old
traditional style.
I like the design we have there now.
No
more spring flowers and good scenery for photos
I grew up in the area back when primarily only the Westglen and Evergreen subdivisions
were around. It was peaceful and beautiful. I am proud to be an adult resident of
Wildwood because of how carefully Wildwood has planned the city so it keeps its rural
elements while also welcoming businesses so families can live, work, dine, find entertainment
and shop here. While I am not a fan of all of the newer subdivisions and am disappointed
that Bright Leaf removed so many trees so now you drive on 100 and see so many (ugly)
houses, Wildwood has done an overall fantastic job at keeping this area "wild". But please
consider having Wildwood or the builder do something (plant trees?) to block Bright Leaf
homes from view on HWY 100. They are as big of an eyesore as the ugly apartments near
100 & Manchester (Westglen subdivision).
Aside from that, I am grateful that the area was carefully planned and looks nothing like
Ellisville or Ballwin ... or really any town I can think of. GREAT JOB overall! And THANK
YOU!
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Much tighter restrictions on commercial properties including existing properties - no neon
signs, no bright colored roofs (shingle only or slate or clay tile etc.) — Wildwood should not
look like St Charles County. The BP gas station at the corner of 100 and 109 is a terrible
mistake and does not at all integrate with the beautiful landscape of Wildwood. No more
commercial properties along Highway 109 through the Town Center!!!!! Keep commercial
where it is and confined to the Downtown District or along Manchester Road ONLY!
I like what I see so far and look forward to new development in the near future.
I like the clean and modern look while maintaining an environmentally and eco-friendly
neighborhood and workplace.
Maintain brick and stonework, no tilt-up or vinyl.
I have lots of concerns about any development that would result in water shed on woods
Ave.
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I previously presented audio of detention ponds were not maintained properly so to add
more development at Woods and 100 would only create another problem.
stay with mix of styles
As a resident of Town Center, I'd like to see fewer front-entry garage door elevations. In
addition, consider requiring more than 10-20 feet between homes (like in Main St.
Crossing). As far as commercial designs, I really like the architectural choices in the
downtown areas (Taylor Ave., etc.). Brick buildings, traditional street lamps, black benches
all create a sophisticated, thoughtful, welcoming environment.
It’s good that these decisions are thought out.
I think builders should have design input and license to build homes as long as they meet
code.
Continue the current style and design
Yes compatible mix with not all units looking the same.
The front of Houses should not be allowed to face into neighborhoods backyards. There
needs to be buffers between neighborhoods. All new neighborhoods need common space so
people are not on top of each other. Need a normal lot size with traditional space and
layout of a neighborhood.
Small Town Feel
Houses not so close together - at least 30-40 feet apart. No back alley driveways maintain traditional style homes with (attached) garages in front. And homes that have
larger eaves from rooftop.
I really appreciate the new sidewalks that are wider and not obstructed by trees that don't
grow well surrounded by concrete anyway. Much better design than the older ones!
No vinyl siding on new residential housing, Similar styles of what you are trying to create
now with the residential additions on either side of Main Street Grover Crossing, Cambury,
(stone, different neutral (natural) outside colors, farther setbacks from the sidewalk to the
garage doors as you cannot walk down some of the streets now without cars/trucks blocking
the sidewalk. Commercial design/styles should include all commercial services
(trash/deliveries etc..) be located as far away from the property lines that border
residential property. Trash dumpsters should have some form of enclosure with only 7a.m.-6
p.m. pick up hours. No 24 hour business as part of the character of Town Center and
Workplace area.
No
Do not allow commercial buildings to not "blend" with the natural surroundings. For
example, the green metal roof on the BP gas station is an eye sore and is not reflective of
the area, regardless if it is in the Town Center. Commercial buildings should look nice
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similar to what has been built in the Downtown District. Commercial properties should like
more like homes vs commercial facilities.
Something that fits with our small town rural and culturally rich environment
no
Natural design and repurposed and recycled materials
If they look like West Glenn Farms, they should not be allowed in Wildwood.
No vinyl siding on homes - James Hardie board only; No metal roofs (like the horrible
looking green metal roof on the BP gas station).
I’d like to see multiple materials required on the front of homes. For example hardie board
siding plus stone or brick.
Wider sidewalks, less trees taking up space within the sidewalk, no more housing!
Keep it in the same style as the current
Keep the traditional style
Leave guidelines to the builders. They will build what people want
It would be nice to have creative guidelines rather than the cookie-cutter type of architect.
I don't want to see a mix of architectural styles. As it is now, the new City Hall does not fit
the original architectural style and it looks out of place. I was at the input meeting and the
style that was chosen was not what the citizen attendees wanted and the architects did what
they decided in the first place with only the cost in mind.
like creativity but it's important that it fits into the bigger picture.
City artist rendering of projects in Town Center are not accurate and have mislead citizens
of Wildwood. Consider traffic as today's improvements have brought speeding drivers who
fail to yield to pedestrians and damage property. Building distance from street should
provide balance with height and not be built to sidewalks edge. Landscaping should
provide rural feel that defines Wildwood. Agree, arch design should align to areas theme
and not introduce radical designs with abrupt transition.
More diversity of housing styles and less red brick
no
Mid Century Modern
Traditional brick
Front porches, large sidewalks, colonial feel. Looking for that neighborhood feel not
industrial.
No
n/a
Brick
Traditional not modern/contemporary crap.
I love that the homes are elevated and in line with each other. I also love the fact that while
the homes are spaced closely, there is significant green space on the properties to not only
use for outdoor rec. but to create buffers between neighborhoods. I believe this helps
create a sense of place and maintains a "green" appeal.
The James Hardie siding, window grids and carriage garage door requirements are
appealing and should remain in the design.
I think the proper types of trees should be planted so we aren’t replacing them every few
years as they buckle sidewalks or grow too large for those small openings. We should also
enforce landlords to maintain their areas, such as the area where Starbucks is. The trees are
dead, there are weeds everywhere. It looks very shabby being a place where a lot of
residents and visitors go.
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I love the walkability of the town center area and the old towne feel of Manchester road,
and slightly more modern area around the theater. Would love to see more benches and
sidewalk seating.
No structures taller than four floors plus the roof. No modern designs that accommodate
predominantly glass structures. Use stone and/ or brick to complement portions of
residential housing.
mix of exteriors so not all are the same color, exterior. Building larger lots so not so many
homes can be built in community. Makes it feel cluttered. Protecting our green spaces and
large lots for single family homes. Not to over build and prevent tearing down of historic
properties - old homes.
Federal-Neo-classical style
Restaurants with more outdoor seating or rooftop seating and more fountains.
Craftsman architecture
Alleys should not be required of any development. They serve no purpose.
None
Stop being crime to this once quiet neighborhood. You’ve created a mini St. Louis
No
No
Love the design aesthetic of the area near the Edward Jones office and milk and honey. So
pretty to walk through and attractive.
Would like more outdoor dining and socially distanced seating.
My concern is with the plantings. Too many plants are placed in too small of an area and
not enough water is used/available to keep them healthy/alive
While I do care about visual appearance I am more concerned about over all functionality traffic flow in particular.
Lighted Signs on Taylor Road
no
As is; is fine with me!
These questions are biased to encouraged a certain response in the way they are written.
We need more parks. We have no veterans memorial. In a town of this size, we have to
protect land for green spaces. Traffic has increased astronomically and is dangerous just to
ride your bike anymore. Many of us have been deployed to serve abroad and it is as if
our local town could care less. Stop the overbuilding. IF you add anything, please focus on
open areas...and remember to highlight aspects that relate to the core of what Wildwood
was meant to be. Not how you can bring in more tax revenue.
Traditional styles in keeping with what is already there.
It looks great, but more variety would be better. Look to the Avalon development in
Alpharetta, GA for inspiration.
I like the mix of styles but also like what looks like older traditional home styles with large
front porch
Let’s continue to focus on native plants! And maintain our street lighting using energy
efficiency
take a look at the designs in the Rosemary Beach, FL community
No. But need to encourage affordable restaurants.
No
No
We love the current style.
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We love the current styles.
No, but get away from cookie cutter as we have in the new subdivision east of 109 and
North of 100. Crammed into small lots, mostly gray, little landscaping, an eyesore.
There is too much individual taste involved within the Architectural Review Board making it
difficult for builders.
I’d like to see a mix of traditional building styles with a modern twist like urgently exists for
the hotel, city hall and the adjacent shops.
Compatible is the key word with a REAL village green, keeping in similar style of what is
already in the Town Center area that gives the feel of small town.
Styles should be compatible with the surrounding neighborhoods. Not too drastic a change
within an area.
I support unique architectural styles with quality materials - i.e. cement board siding vs vinyl
The new Greenleaf houses are ugly and too dense. The intent of Wildwood is to maintain
space while having the convenience of everything on Manchester road...which is only a short
drive. There's no good reason to duplicate the retail and restaurant options to be just a little
further west. Wildwood should not become like Chesterfield, with the "you want it, build it"
attitude! Maintain the 3-acre limit everywhere and preserve the greenspace that is quickly
disappearing. Also, good job on putting in the roundabouts which should keep 109 from
become and through fare between 40 and 44 for truckers. Please retain, though, the
"country" feel of the rest of 109.
No
If you are going to have guidelines then the run down businesses need to be part of the
plan. They make the area look neglected and the vacancies need to be addressed. So much
for nice sidewalks and old run down businesses. Also the trees in the sidewalks limit the
walkway paths.
See the Street of St. Charles for inspiration
City Hall is ugly and cheap looking. Wildwood hotel facing south is nice, facing north is
embarrassing The concrete walls along 109 by round abouts is trashy
Keep the buildings mostly brick and stone for upscale look
No
No
Lots of great architectural features are great! No more big garages as the main part of the
house. Lots of windows and varied roof lines.
I like how the Town Center Area has an overall cohesive feel. If I were to recommend
anything, I would like to see more use of natural elements, for ex stone or timber.
I do like a mix of styles.
Way too much brick....looks too much like Kirkwood, Webster, others. Be different. Use of
stone adds more character and is not vanilla as brick.
I like the look.
Be consistent with the theme already being developed.
The initial Town Center included wide sidewalks, lampposts with character, wrought iron
railings, and quality brick. These and other features should be continued to maintain a
unified, signature aesthetic.
Keep the styles similar to what they are now.
Keep in consistent. Enjoy how the present architectural style looks.
Keep it cohesive
I love the architectural styles of Wildwood Hotel, and the other surrounding buildings. Very
quaint and welcoming.
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Quality materials only such as brick and stone. No vinyl. Vintage styles highly
recommended.
I wouldn't stray too far from what has been done already. No big billboard type signs, no
Neon etc.
Minimal or no neon signs. Buildings to have minimum 50 year lifespans in the way they're
built and designed.
Outdoor seating restaurants, revive Lwellyns with a viable restaurant and please take over
jack in box Hardee’s sns etc.! Need fast food options. Crazy bowls wraps, Kaldis coffee
house, Trader Joe’s, kids party places, lego minifig shop, and repaint Popeyes bc that
mustard color is not good. Prob Ellisville tho. Bring back miller haus! That was a shame to
lose!!!
Just keep the guidelines consistent with established lots so there are no oddball
developments.
I would like to see less retirement buildings being built and more establishments for younger
people and families. More restaurants with music and outdoor dining, a large fountain that
kids could play in during summer months. Things that get younger people out in our city not
driving to Chesterfield or O'Fallon to enjoy.
I still believe the Town Center area needs more high density housing to support the area. I’m
disappointed there’s not apartments above the existing commercial properties. I’d like to
see more downtown.
I think the architectural styles should allow the flexibility to create interest in the community,
not a cookie cutter all alike processed product.
No
Quality materials such as stone and brick. No vinyl. Architectural detail should be prominent,
lending a sense of quality. Period Architecture.
I like the style of the buildings in the town center.
I would like to see less of the back entry houses with alleys.
Increased “unique” designs. Varied colors for exteriors, not ostentatious.
Before building new commercial, I’d like to see the existing commercial facilities lease
spaces occupied. They are an eyesore when empty.
No.
I'm okay with flush or minimally setbacks for front opening garage doors, but 15' is too
much. I think the goal is to avoid "garage only" fronts ... not to indirectly force to rear only
by de facto.
Agree with styles being compatible. Don't like the creative loop hole. Should definitely
demonstrate quality.
There should be some unity of styles, not a hodgepodge of various styles. There is nothing
distinctive about a variety of styles and does not lend itself to a distinct Wildwood.
The current architecture for the Town Center Area is wonderful. The area stands out as
quality with solid construction. I understand the need for senior living, but since you asked, it
would have been nice to use other land for these facilities. The Town Center Area should be
used for festivals (BBQ and Weekly Music) not senior living. As a resident of Wildwood, I
am looking for entertainment that is in my city and places to eat and drink that are open
after 9 pm.
Modern, clean and functional.
I think a wide covered front porch will give a more town look and will invite people to
congregate in the front of their house building community.
I think it looks nice. More green space is always a plus
Manage the density to ensure we do not experience congestion like similar New Urbanism
areas around St Louis. Less high-density housing and more single home properties would
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provide that. Avoid the fast food invasion and encourage family restaurants encouraging
local ownership.
No more "cookie cutter" design i.e. Starbucks, Dierbergs, Schnucks etc. Wildwood is unique,
merchants can be unique, too.
Outdoorsy, rustic, like a mountain village
I love the look of the Wildwood Hotel! Would be great to see more buildings with character
like that!
NA
Prairie style
Rustic modern industrial - keep a rustic earthy look through utilization modern faux materials
Too many cluster homes that repeat the same design. Unfortunately Wildwood is looking
more like Chesterfield and losing our true value of a more rural and natural environment.
What happened to the 3 acre minimum west of 109? Before we know it, boundaries will
continue to move farther west. What a shame as this community was founded by horse
owners that are no longer supported or valued and rural property represents the majority
of land in Wildwood.
We like the style of the Wildwood Hotel.
no
I like the warm feeling, but modern architecture would be nice, too. As long as it’s high-end,
it would fit well.
More restaurants
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A bowling alley
Yes, Stop! All the development!,
Craftsman, modern
I like the look of craftsman style homes using quality materials. Cement board siding, stone,
brick etc. No vinyl siding. Also I like the look of the town center along Main Street with
buildings made of brick, stone and other hard surface materials. Would like to see more
landscaping though in parking lots and around commercial buildings. And would like to see
those commercial properties do a better job of the up keep of their existing landscaping.
Changing out dead trees and shrubs, trimming trees around pedestrian sidewalks and
keeping weeds at bay in flower and landscaping beds.
Find a new review board. They allowed McBride to build two dwellings within our Cambury
development that the design and value are not like our beautiful surrounding homes. What
a disappointment to our community.
Similar to subdivision with rear entry garages and front porches next to firehouse
Not pleased with Neo-Traditional layout and alley facing rear of home.
I like the current architectural style very much.
it is already a mixed bag of designs and styles
Nothing that looks like the concentration camp homes at Cambury Square should EVER be
allowed to be built again in Wildwood. It is sad that planning committee let those things be
built when they were supposed to be similar to Cambury townhomes.
No
I think they should be more rustic in nature to go along with "Wildwood" naming and style.
Sinaloa believe a lot of work will be required to support internet and expand providers
into the area.
Though I am not thrilled about the nursing home and huge subdv going in at Taylor and Hwy
100, I do like the architecture and think that style should continue throughout future
structures.
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Increase the amount of land for parks and expand the trail system.
No cookie cutter, persons have personalities.
The current architectural guidelines are too restrictive to allow creativity. There needs to be
more allowance from designers.
No opinion.
No
Eliminate views of large concrete foundations
Stop overcrowding and removing trees. All of these homes with tiny lots and the removal of
trees is starting to decrease the appeal of living here. Keep the 3 acre limits
Not really but would like to see all different types of fronts and no cookie cutter type
architecture.
I love the look of Town Center but also see many vacant spots. How do we preserve the
look while also encouraging business to accept the higher rent associated with it? Can a
balance be made?
Continuation of current downtown style.
We appreciate a mix of architectural styles. We don't like cookie cutter buildings that all
look the same.
Make sure that any proposed roundabouts get residential approval for those who are
affected that live in nearby homes. There should be enough distance from a roundabout
from current property lines, such as those at the corner of Main St. and Eatherton.
Please diversify.
after 25 years of incorporation--why doesn't Wildwood have an Aquatic Center/Pool
complex? Ideal for Wildwood City park. Is there resistance to having this within our
community?
I would like to keep within traditional, craftsmen, or shingle styles
more of the old town look. It seems to be lost with all the new construction. Tired of all the
trees removed with the new subdivision proposal no trees REMOVED ALONG 100
Like the design style as it is
Provide ample greenspace and impose height restrictions for pylon signage
Stop with the cookie cutter neighborhoods with house on top of each other.
I like what I see along Main Street. Please continue that sort of thing, perhaps with a
creative twist or two (perhaps an "old town" style with a touch of modern color).
For the most part work to date has been great.
Koman development great, uscellur/old cold stone creamery terrible. Dierberg’s outlots ok.
Cottage, townhome, porches, wider sidewalks, quaint street lights, tree lined streets. Nothing
higher than 2 story.
I think the town center area is fantastic. The new sidewalks and landscaping along old
Manchester looks great!
I like the idea of Main Street small town
I like the current "face" of the Center- would hate to see more senior housing in that area. A
bookstore, wine store and cheese store, would be an asset
I like the style that's there now, so anything that goes along with the existing style would be
fine with me.
There needs to be MORE screening by large growth trees so that we don't turn into
Manchester Road. The architecture needs to blend into the environment. The Dierbergs
shopping center is horrible it needs more large growth trees between it and 100 and Taylor
Road...screening would make the area look like WILDWOOD not over developed as it does
currently. Look at areas like Fairfax, VA to see how they screen Target, grocery stores and
shopping centers. You have removed all the old growth trees and "planted" tiny little
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replacement trees...awful! Just look at the subdivision across from town center on 100...they
killed all of the old trees!! Shameful!!
Guidelines are good but don't over-restrict creativity
no
none
No opinion.

Appendix C – Question #23
Q.23.

Is there any feedback you would like to provide on the previous questions or overall plan?

225 respondents included their additional feedback. Their responses are below:
Respondents
1

2

Responses
We are Wildwood not Tamewood. We are destroying it.
The video you shared talked about feeling at home no matter what your age and the
importance of people being able to shop, work and dine within the cities borders. So
disappointed with decisions being made that don't provide that opportunity and feeling at
all. Wildwood is not a destination that folks will go out of their way to shop, work or dine.
Currently there are help wanted signs everywhere. Locations are not opening or opening
late due to lack of staff. Currently physical locations are not being kept clean, looking well
tended and manicured showing pride of ownership. The resident or guest "experience" is
lacking. Businesses are struggling. What is the city doing to support bringing in businesses
that will help our community thrive? My concern is the fact you are pushing to bring more
population density into a place that can't seem to handle what we have now. Concerned
that future plans for community are sitting on an unsecure foundation. Change and moving
forward is good and inevitable. But foundation must be solid first. Looking at some of the
maps and trying to understand the designations, are people going to be forced from their
property so that the City can build areas that overpopulate and ruin the "rural" feeling of
our town? I'm concerned with lack of participation in these types of surveys, the city is
basing decisions on such a small percentage of our growing population who take the time to
try to decipher the "lingo". Wildwood has the potential to be a really great place. What
can set us apart from other communities? It's how we can make people FEEL when they move
here, grow up here, raise their family here, play here, shop, work and retire here and dine
here. More time should be spent looking to attract types of unique businesses. What is the
city thinking placing a senior living high density in the middle of Town Center? Lack of
dining establishments (one of the few that were good left to go to Franklin county),
community events (poorly attended in the last few years we've lived here) and lots of empty
"office space" make our town look and feel like there is lack of prosperity. Appreciate the
time and effort going into to future plans for Wildwood. Need to reconnect to the vision
back in 1995. At this point, feel we're missing the mark. I know you can't please everyone.
Speak in simple terms so all of us can understand and be transparent and explain and
make clear what it is you really want to do. I can read things and try to envision to
understand. However.........
**Make an experience for the residents - I would so attend an outdoor walk about with
people explaining at each designation what the city wants to do, the impact to the
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environment and community and pros and cons. Make it interactive. You might be
pleasantly surprised!
The Town Center Update Team in its meeting on April 9, 2019 recommended by a 10 – 5
vote that, “all existing private alleys in Town Center to become public and all future alleys
be platted as public”. On the City’s web site, the minutes for that April 9th meeting are
available as well as a Planning Department memorandum dated April 9, 2019 and titled,
“Background Information Relative to Discussion on Alleys in Town Center Area”.
This comment opposes the Update Team’s recommendation for the City to takeover private
alleys / driveways in Town Center, UNLESS all associated City expenses are totally
recovered through special assessments to the adjacent property owners, especially in
instances of specific resurfacing and /or specific reconstruction projects in a driveway /
alley being assessed back to the specific adjacent property owners.
In reading the April 9, 2019 meeting minutes I was surprised that only residential
driveways /alleys were discussed since the team’s recommendation pertains to “all” alleys
that would inherently include alleys associated with commercial properties. I can envision
several potential issues where multiple commercial property owners adjacent to the same
alley might be in disagreement among themselves, or in disagreement with the City, about
alley maintenance. But absolutely nothing in the Update Team’s April 9, 2019 meeting
minutes mentions any commercial property dynamics relative to alleys.
What is the ultimate “goal” or “objective” for making Town Center alleys / driveways
public?

3

If the goal of the recommendation is to achieve a certain minimum standard of alley and
driveway pavement condition throughout the Town Center area, then that goal can either
be accomplished with private ownership through City code enforcement, or it can be done
through City ownership responsibilities for snow removal, internal inspections and repairs.
The City’s public ownership of Town Center driveways / alleys would add additional new
municipal responsibilities and only be slightly more expedient, from a bureaucratic
standpoint, in only one area in that the administration hearing process for code violation
appeals would be eliminated. Additionally, if the resurfacing or reconstruction of an alley /
driveway is not funded through special assessments levied on the adjacent property owners,
then the City’s overall financial health would most definitely impact any actual
implementation of the needed alley / driveway pavement work within the Town Center
boundaries.
The private ownership of driveways / alleys would likely be as effective in keeping alleys
to code standards, especially related to driveways and alleys within a homeowners
association (HOA) where many are already conducting routine maintenance, such as snow
removal, paid by condominium fees. Additionally, most HOA indenture agreements consider
alleys as “common elements” for which the HOA can levy special assessments to members
for repairs.
From my own personal experience as a resident of a condominium townhome in the
Cambury development situated within the Town Center boundaries, the homeowners
association through its contract management firm has been very attentive to driveway /
alley snow removal. At the time of the purchase and closing of my residence, I was made
aware of exactly what I owned, with those areas essentially outside the framing of my
home’s structure privately held by the homeowners association. I also understood, then and
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now, that any maintenance or improvement to my driveway / alley would be recouped
through either condo fees or via special assessment levied on me by my HOA.
Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to make these observations and comments.
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I would hate to see people evicted. I would prefer to retain multi-family residences in
single-family areas over kicking them out. But it's okay to restrict future development.
I feel that the density of the housing within Wildwood is already too high.
There are plenty of other portions of St Louis County with high density housing. The addition
of the subdivisions both north and south of Hwy 100 and east of 109 are more densely
packed than most of the previously existing housing. I don’t feel that these developments fit
within the surrounding community.
Provide a bit more clarity on the questions as it pertains to the home owner.
Please be sure to retain some open spaces and scenic views
-I like the street scape, only issue is there are too many trees. It gets in the way of the
sidewalks and walking paths. And they are always dying.
-The painted lines on the new Manchester project are very confusing. Too much.
-Please consider more restaurants and businesses/stores that people actually want to shop
at. I think it stinks that everyone goes outside of Wildwood to spend money and we take in
minimal tax dollars.
There are already too many struggling businesses in wildwood to support any more
businesses without a serious growth in population. In addition to that it is very very difficult
to get staff in Wildwood to begin with because of the wealth of the area. So adding
anymore businesses, especially restaurants would be a really really really bad idea. I used
to run a restaurant here in Wildwood. Please please don't expand the restaurant business. It
looks great on paper but is a bad long term investment.
As a citizen, it's good to ask for feedback. But let me offer you one additional
observation... there is only so much that you want the public to see and that bothers me.
When my son was finishing merit badges prior to achieving his Eagle Scout rank a few
years back, one of his merit badges required that he attend a public meeting to observe.
We attended a Wildwood Planning and Zoning Committee meeting. It was eye opening.
We were the only citizens there at the "public meeting" and it became obvious that our
presence cramped the style of some there. Our presence alone caused several of the
committee members to self-censor. The discussions at the time were regarding a "spite strip"
over by Main Street and what was then the potential extension of Pond Grover Loop. (One
committee member explained things to us but it was unnecessary as I'm an attorney who did
real estate work early in my career). It was so interesting - and disconcerting - to see
Committee members begin discussing things, then look to my son and I and state they would
table the rest of the discussion until a closed door session. Why? What can't you say in
front of a near-Eagle Scout (who was in his uniform) and his mother - both of whom are
residents and tax payers in the City of Wildwood? It was an eye opener. I've lived in this
area for decades and was thrilled when Wildwood incorporated years ago as I saw it as a
chance to extricate ourselves from the political playground of STL County government.
What I saw that night with my son showed me that we just traded one political train for
another - albeit a bit slower moving one. The same things that the County allowed to run
amok years back are slowly creeping into Wildwood (high density developments, cramming
commercial uses into available parcels) and it seems that some in power want to keep things
behind closed doors. That is of tremendous concern.
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Didn’t ask the right questions or give options.
NA
It would be helpful to have safe walking trails throughout Wildwood
I think it would have been helpful had the current zones been defined if the questions are
about either changes to the zones or what is/isn’t allowed to exist or be constructed within
them.
Please do not let fast food restaurants into Wildwood. Our community is a destination for
healthy lifestyles and does a wonderful job promoting practices for good health. Fast
food/drive through’s would really be detrimental to this (especially to our children).
Outside of town center, make sure to keep all large acreage, as is. No allowance for
building on small lots.
Stop with the high density housing. It’s ruining wildwood. There are enough tight
neighborhoods. We DO NOT need more houses stacked on top of each other in ugly cookie
cutter neighborhoods. We DO NOT need apartments. Do not permit an additional multi unit
developments. They are not good for the community. If I wanted to live around rental
property I would move to St Louis City.
Re: the question about fast food restaurants. We need them. Locations in town center east
of Hwy l09 and along Hwy l09 should be approved.
In future surveys it would be helpful if you provided links to more details about each
question. It’s hard for me to provide an opinion without understanding the pros and cons.
I found this survey very difficult to navigate.
Keep the original plan for 3+ acre lots to maintain the home values in the area.
I would love to see a designated area for outdoor events such as the BBQ bash, concerts,
etc. I hope Wildwood Town Center will become an area where people can walk, shop,
dine, drink and find entertainment (music) without a big city feel--and without the Town
Center creeping into open space. We moved to Wildwood 15 years ago because of the
space and the smaller town feel.
I am opposed to allowing ant development on the triangular property bordered by
Highway 109; Highway 100 and Taylor Road. I live in Brightleaf at Taylor and Fire Glow
Drive. Traffic noise is already an issue. That area should remain undeveloped as a buffer.
Please limit the overbuilding on small lots. That is not what makes Wildwood unique. The
large lots, scenic nature of Wildwood is what makes Wildwood attractive to people. There
are so many other places people can live if they want to be in a high density area (Clayton,
Kirkwood, etc.).
Stop the development!
The Fed needs $27t to come up flat broke. The state is stretched. St Louis Co is broke and
overextended. The school district (RSD) spends like there’s no tomorrow from r-taxes that
are likely doomed in the months and years in front of them. Wildwood could easily position
itself to be sucked down the drain in a blink. Be careful, be very careful! Taking over alleys,
exorbitant expenses for road ornaments, added street maintenance... worry me that we’re
not on the same page.
More restaurants in the area would be good. I miss Jack in the Box. Easy, drive-thru types
of restaurants
See prior comments.
As a longtime resident of the area, I am disappointed to see the densely packed housing
developments being built that detract from the natural beauty of our area. The areas west
of 109 should remain 3 acre minimum as promised.
Thank you for soliciting feedback
No more commercial development along Highway 109! No commercial development along
Highway 109 from Manchester Road to Highway 100. Keep commercial confined to the
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Downtown District and along Manchester Road — Wildwood does not need commercial
buildings ruining the Highway 109 beauty even INSIDE the Town Center. Just because you
have labeled this areas as the Town Center does not mean you need to completely ignore
the beauty of the surroundings and allowing commercial development on every corner!
Keep green space and trees and natural surroundings along bike paths etc.
I am not at all in favor of any more homes being built west of 109 on lots less than 3 acres.
many of the questions lacked explanation of the Town Center update committee rationale
for the proposed changes. it is impossible for a citizen to understand some of the questions
enough to answer them. I think this was a waste of time for some questions.
We need to remain flexible enough to all for professional office buildings to be placed in
Town Center.
We need less houses and more restaurants and stores, like Target.
No commercial development or disruption to the public paths on the northeast corner of
Highway 100 and Eatherton/ Taylor Road.
No
I would like to be more informed on what many of these questions would mean as far as a
home owner tax increase, and would like better understanding of the details of the plan. Is
there any resident input or discussions with this committee in order to understand fully the
ramifications of these decisions. Town meeting?
Leave the beautiful walk areas and landscaping. No multi-family units.
We would like to see the northeast wedge area between Taylor Rd and Hwy 109 left in its
natural state or developed into a park-like setting rather than used for its currently
designated commercial/workplace purposes.
The property located at the corner of 100 109 and Taylor (the diamond) should stay wild
life. It does not need to become commercial. It would become too congested in that area
no
I don't know where to go in order to find information on many of your questions in this
survey. I tried clicking on the other links, but there was nothing I found that gave detailed
information telling me more about those items. I wish I had that.
How about adding art/statues in small green space that exists and tell the commercial
developers to go someplace else or keep them in the downtown district and along
Manchester Road. NO Workplace District and no commercial use - stores, banks, restaurants
etc. along Hwy 109!!! Also - make Payne build a beautiful structure and sign for Main
Street Crossing along Main Street!
The work district area along Taylor Rd near Village Orchard is concerning of what could
actually go in that area since it is so close to those residential villas.
Upscale apartment complexes would be welcome.
no
My concern is WATER SHED ON WOODS AVE. Again my concerns are WOODS AVE
WATER SHED ‼️‼️‼️
no
First, thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. Second, is there a plan to address
the dilapidated homes on Lindy Lane? They're not only eyesores, they're also falling apart
and look like shacks from the 1940s. As a new resident of Town Center, I remember the
hoops our builder had to jump through in order to pass inspections and present attractive
architectural designs. It seems there's a double-standard for homes in the Town Center
area...for some reason, the folks who own older homes don't have to maintain the exteriors
or yards. At least that's what it appears from a walk down Lindy Lane. If I was a visitor to
Patterson Family Farms or the Grover Post Office, I would think I took a wrong turn into a
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scary part of Wildwood. I doubt that's the impression the residents of Town Center want to
portray.
Our town center should have sport activities including tennis, basketball courts, playground
in the hub of where our city is. This has been left off the map. Sporting events bring
business. Please modify.
It is unclear what the NET area west of 109 currently is zoned as. But, the bigger the lot
size, the better.
I would like town center to be more walkable and would support a reduction in the minimum
number of parking spaces required for businesses. Also, please don’t allow drive throughs,
they’re terrible for pedestrians.
no
Continue developing bike paths and green space areas.
The committee is concerned that the density of town center has reached a tipping point and
has made a recommendation that the overall density be limited to neighborhood edge
transition district for anything west of highway 109. Including but not limited to the newly
proposed Ackerley Place development.
No more nursing homes, assisted living homes, senior retirement centers, elderly
homes/facilities should be constructed in Wildwood. We have MORE than enough! Should
not develop on less than 3 acres west of 109. No more small lot residential homes to be
built in area. The recent building has deterred from the original master development plan.
In general, I feel there is enough high-density housing in the Town Center area. Trying to
stuff more of this type housing detracts from the aesthetics of the Town Center.
Stop the crazy subdivision planning and make it more traditional. The developers are
taking advantage and building house after house on top of each. It won’t work long term.
People need a sense of privacy. Kids need areas to play and not on the roads. With no
backyards and common area or playground, they are playing in the streets. Enough.
Traditional style homes - minimum of 2,500 sq. feet to maintain the QUALITY of homes we
have in Wildwood. Leave some of the older trees standing when building new subdivisions don’t come in and bulldoze everything and plant new - you are removing the character of
the areas! Add a large “town gathering space” for events such as the Arts Festival & BBQ
Bash. BRING the BASH BACK!! And bring it back to the large gathering space.
Stop development of the City of Wildwood. We don’t need any more homes on less than 3
acres or more commercial buildings.
I personally am a fan of drive-throughs. They are especially convenient in bad weather,
when young kids are in the car or during a pandemic. I would like more in the area.
I would also like the option of apartments in the town center.
I think I might have included those comments in the previous space
I would like to keep the density within the city limited so that we do not become a congested
area and begin to feel like the other surrounding communities. The beauty of Wildwood is
our open spaces, beautiful scenery and lack of congestion.
Please remove the Workplace District (area in red) along Highway 109 (from Old
Manchester to Highway 100 and just past 100), and along Main Street at the point it meets
109. The City has an opportunity now to keep this corridor more closely aligned with the
open space feel of Wildwood. If the City is seeking a Neighborhood Transition that only
allows for 1 home per 1.5 acres, which I support, DO NOT allow then for commercial outlets
to LITTER Highway 109 in this same area around Main Street. The City has an opportunity
now to revamp the Main Street Corridor along Highway 109 from Old Manchester to
Highway 100 and entering into Main Street from 109 to be a similar "transition area"
respecting the current beauty and land of Wildwood and LEAVE the high density
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commercial to the Downtown District and the Red Workplace district along Old Manchester
Road.
Keep us quaint and attractive to families. Also preserve our rich heritage
The public green space should include a public pool intended for the residences of
Wildwood. The surrounding communities including Chesterfield, Ballwin and Ellisville all have
public outdoor pools for their residents.
Please build a Pappadeaux's Seafood Kitchen - best restaurant ever!
I would definitely like to see Wildwood area with more development to restaurants with
unique setting and different food vendors. No more fast food/chains.
enough of the neighborhoods with houses packed on them. I thought all new housing had to
have 3 acres. I don't want retirement home along Hwy 109
The lack of background information or details of the plan associated with the question
prevented us from making informed answers.
The video indicated that the goal was to provide services for residents within Wildwood.
We don't see anything specific in this plan that accomplishes this goal. We have to go to
Ellisville, Ballwin, Manchester or Chesterfield for the services we need. Very little is
available to keep me in Wildwood.
Please do not allow commercial use especially restaurants and gas stations etc. at the
corner of Main Street and Highway 109 (both sides) and along Highway 109 bordering
Main Street Crossing ... this area should not serve as a commercial corridor. Keep the
commercial space where you have existing commercial use now. We do not need more
commercial space along Highway 109 between Highway 100 and Old Manchester Road.
We don't want to see anymore new residential units in the next 10 years.
Please encourage more retail and restaurants within town center. With the exception of
groceries we must leave the city of wildwood to shop. There is a demand for more retail
within the city limits. Not everything needs to be a boutique or small shop- encourage a mix
and don’t push large commercial developers out. We need a better mix of restaurants both
fast casual and higher end, local and national chains
The video and the survey is a great idea. Perhaps this will silence the perennial whiners. But
it probably won’t.
Old Manchester Road will become the next Clayton Road, bumper to bumper at rush hour,
if high density building is allowed. Make it 4 lanes now to avoid that traffic jam.
Open up to more development. 3 acre lot requirement is holding back development and
keeping tax base low.
no
Would like more community gardens. Nice job on the trails and everything overall!
Listen to residents' comments in Wildwood Town Center regarding OPPOSITION to high rise
apartments next to residential single, family residential homes.
Quality of life remains undefined and concerns about the impact of our school class sizes, as
it is one of the foundation of our property value. It is getting concerning in the lack of
discussion/planning regarding community services over the last 10+ years (i.e. recreation
center & services, etc.)
More restaurants with patio dining and music entertainment (even if only a solo guitar
player).
no
We need to allow drive throughs, ridiculous that we do not have more. We should
encourage this along the city center and 100
Quit overbuilding -
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more high density dwellings!
Not sure if this is within the boundaries but a large parcel of land was bought off of Woods
road. Are there any restrictions forthcoming?
I am extremely opposed to any sort of residential dwellings being built in Town Center or
almost anywhere out here. Wildwood is on track to become another Ballwin or Ellisville, no
matter how "nice" it is made to look. That's not why most people move here. They move here
because they like how it's set apart from other cities without the overcrowding of houses and
neighborhoods.
I don't want further urban sprawl or strip mall developments
This is a city meant to preserve land - hence the name. Stop tearing down trees to build
unnecessary businesses and retirement homes and tiny houses built on top of one another.
Really loses what this area was all about all in the name of money. And stop talking over
various pre-existing companies and homes. What Wildwood has done to hurt the business
of Frolic Inn is criminal and disgusting. He deserves to have a sign for his business on Old
Manchester just line all the other stupid businesses along that road!
Under no conditions should multi-family units be approved ANYWHERE in the Wildwood city
limits.
Great work!
Most of these questions did not give enough information to answer properly. Not sure this is
even helpful.
Consider residents' opinions regarding high rise apartments create extreme traffic and
density and are unwanted near single family sectors in Wildwood Town Center.
I am concerned about the lack of affordable housing in Wildwood. The attitude seems to be
we are all here now so everyone else needs to stay out. Many of the people who work here
Or go to school here cannot afford to live here.
This survey is TERRIBLE. It doesn't explain terminology. It is much too technical and confusing.
It makes me want to move out of Wildwood.
I don't think there should be multifamily dwellings in Wildwood
Removal of the small trees on the sidewalk on Manchester
Stop bringing crime to the area.
just be sure to uphold the rule about 3 acre minimum homesites west of 109
More information about why the changes should be made with opposing viewpoint as well
for full disclosure.
Love what you're doing!
More attention to commercial development. We have plenty of parks and open space.
Wildwood needs to generate its OWN income...the county tax pool will not last forever
I hate the roundabouts. They don’t just slow down traffic they are extremely confusing and I
am afraid will cause more accidents.
No
no
Please consider putting courts : tennis and 3 or more pickleball courts in the land west of city
hall. Wildwood has no sport courts for its residents.
Would like there to be no more high density housing developments such as Brightleaf! Too
many homes - too close together!
These questions are biased to encouraged a certain response in the way they are written.
We need more parks. We have no veterans memorial. In a town of this size, we have to
protect land for green spaces. Traffic has increased astronomically and is dangerous just to
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ride your bike anymore. Many of us have been deployed to serve abroad and it is as if
our local town could care less. Stop the overbuilding. IF you add anything, please focus on
open areas...and remember to highlight aspects that relate to the core of what Wildwood
was meant to be. Not how you can bring in more tax revenue.
Wildwood seems to be moving in the direction of more housing and more business. The
question must be whether this is in keeping with stated goals that attracted people here in
the first place.
Drive throughs should absolutely be allowed. Same with multi-family luxury apartment
homes and townhomes.
It is important to me to keep areas that are woods as is and to develop areas that are
already prepared for buildings with more restaurants and stores.
It’s vital that we keep green space in town, it’s vital that we continue to support “mom and
pop” local owned businesses!
NEED CLEAN UP ON 109!! yards with trash, houses that are falling down - this is an area
where we are trying to keep house values $500.000+
Some questions need clarification. I don't know what would be put in place of structures you
are asking to be eliminated. There should have been a choice to mark that indicates more
information is needed. If you are eliminating something from an area, but are you thinking
of putting there instead? It could be controversial. Several questions needed a box so that I
could express an opinion or ask a question.
This is a walkable area. There needs to be more encouragement to develop the town
center as a place to be able to find the things we need every day. Condos are fine.
Apartments are not fine!
Stop all the development.
Where us space for professional/ office buildings?
keep trees!
No
Please pick more reputable landscaping companies when doing plantings. Wildwood has
plants on the invasive species list on the new plantings in the medians on 109. Burning
bushes are deemed invasive and should not be used! Very irresponsible of the city of
Wildwood.
No
No.
Would like to see a description of what Cultural/Institutional actually means.
What would the changes to #16 be replaced with? Question seemed very ambiguous.
High density apartments, townhouses, etc. should NOT be permitted adjacent to existing
single family homes; this type of housing should be focused on areas of downtown
Wildwood, next to commercial institutions
We need as much tax revenue from businesses, restaurants, and residential in the event that
wildwood seeks to separate from St Louis county at any point in the future. Allow the
Target store, the fast food restaurants like Freddy’s, and the like.
The new Greenleaf houses are ugly and too dense. The intent of Wildwood is to maintain
space while having the convenience of everything on Manchester road...which is only a short
drive. There's no good reason to duplicate the retail and restaurant options to be just a little
further west. Wildwood should not become like Chesterfield, with the "you want it, build it"
attitude! Maintain the 3-acre limit everywhere and preserve the greenspace that is quickly
disappearing. Also, good job on putting in the roundabouts which should keep 109 from
become and through fare between 40 and 44 for truckers. Please retain, though, the
"country" feel of the rest of 109.
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The traffic circle at entrance to Windsor crest & also the circle across the bridge cannot
continue as a 2 Lane circles! Accidents are every week, now!!! Must be one lane inside the
circle before someone seriously hurt. Terrible!!!
I feel drive through facilities should be allowed for restaurants because it can be an
important source of revenue.
All multi-family residential facilities (apartments, condos, villas, retirement centers, etc.)
should be discouraged in Wildwood and, if permitted, should be subject to strict conditional
use requirements. Maximum protection should be afforded existing single home residential
communities and subdivisions from any encroachment from multi-family developments.
No
This is a hard survey to complete for the average Wildwood resident because we're not upto-speed on the definitions and past/future plans. For our family, the questions are: how big
do we want to be, how should we get there, and at what cost? Short-term thinking usually
means you pay for it later with stormwater issues, noise, traffic, pollution, reduced quality of
life, etc. I'm not anti-development but have seen us not follow our own design standards in
Brightleaf in regards to the removal of trees and other native vegetation. Let's grow smart
so we can prevent the issues other communities see on a regular basis, like traffic and
flooding. All these things cause great negative economic impacts and harm quality of life in
the long run. Just my general opinion on growth and hoping our guidance, plans and
standards take this into account, but not knowledgeable enough.
Yes, I HATE the tight multiple homes on the east side of 109 south of 100. It looks
completely TRASHY. I don't know if they are a part of your plan, but to maintain the desire
of Wildwood, we need to keep large residential lots.
If you want people to Support businesses in Wildwood then we need more of a variety of
places to go. It would be nice to have a better selection of restaurants! I currently support
businesses in Chesterfield and Ellisville with the exception of our local grocery stores. All
you ever talk about is homes and parks.
My family would love to see more restaurants in Town Center. Perhaps a Steakhouse and a
winery similar to Coopers Hawk or EdgeWild
The cess pool at 109 and pond Grover loop HAS to be addressed. The rock in the median
landscaping was very poor decision. The roundabouts are way too many and ugly. We
need someplace to have bands and movies. A real town center
It would be nice to have explanations or background facts for each question. These closed
ended questions were clearly wordsmithed to promote an agenda one way or another.
The street trees—make sure they will be tall enough and trimmed so that we can walk by
them easily. Along Old Manchester near Schnucks it is hard to get around the low branches
of those trees. It looks great, but make sure the sidewalks are functional!
We moved specifically to Wildwood to have easy access to green space and trails. While
we understand that there may be some development, we would hope that the beauty and
nature that makes Wildwood stand out amongst other municipalities, would be protected
first and foremost.
I'm unclear as to where Lake Chesterfield fits in here. We've lived here over 33 years and
always considered ourselves not in the Town Center, after the Town Center conception.
Where do we fit it?
Current retail sector is not working less Dierbergs, Breadco and one or two others. Lots of
vacant office / retail. Need more substantial retail and restaurants...not easy I know to
attract but really need to focus on quality...not just filling spaces. SugarFire is hot....perfect
spot is the recently vacated area across from Dierbergs (recently pizza place), a family
restaurant like Billy G’s is in Kirkwood, etc. need places that become a destination for
family friends.
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Your efforts at wildwood days is to be applauded...but it is not there, I know of the
limitations of some of it, but I would do all you can to bring it back into the heart of town
center. The small events you have had in the field where the senior living place is supposed
to go, have been decent efforts.. could be improved and add some frequency of same. I
think there could be an outdoor stage area that could host concerts / events etc....this will
draw all kinds of strong retail. The NEXT senior living place, if it ever gets built, is a bonehead move. You killed the core with this one.. the existing senior living place is running at
30% capacity and they have been open 3+ years. You do not need another senior living
place...folks like that need that housing are not driving growth in the area....plenty of other
places for senior living....NOT in an area that needs growth to survive..
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Take some risks folks, don’t be so controlling, give it a chance, don’t be so cutesy with things.
You have the footprint but we have been waiting a long while for it to click. Now is the
time. Dial it up!
Be careful of future developments and their adjacencies. We really resented even the
consideration of 10 multi-story buildings being placed between the college and the
Meadows of Wildwood. This was a disgrace to both the definition of meadows and the
meaning of wildwood.
I replied to a couple of questions with NO OPINION. In each instance I felt I did not have
adequate knowledge to respond YES or NO.
Some questions were worded long and confusing for most people to comprehend.
Would like to see a community park in town center that is dedicated to both older
children/teens and seniors. Skatepark/basketball/ and covered seating. Thank you.
Do NOT want to see more subdivisions with high density or apartment buildings of any kind.
Require all builders to replace a tree for every tree they remove to build any structure
whether it’s residential or commercial
I would like to see more limits on commercial and multifamily housing growth. We enjoy the
open spaces, greenery and large lots. Please help keep Wildwood as an environmentally
conscience city where green spaces and a less dense population are priorities.
City organizers should resist pressure or temptation to develop every square inch of town
center. The presence of open land in town center is viewed as a positive - much better
than seeing empty store fronts. Please save something for future generations!
The focus has been on development of the city center area and has not given due
consideration to the traffic congestion to other parts of the city. It is a selfish plan that
burdens homeowners in other parts of the city
Looks to be quite thorough. Thank you.
We’d like less emphasis on residential growth and more emphasis on quality of life for
current residents. We moved to Wildwood because it wasn’t wall-to-wall houses and
bumper-to-bumper traffic. There seems to be a disturbing trend for increasing both. Please
stop.
Less residential and less huge retirement homes. Keep it cute and trendy shopping and
dining and rec areas
Just a question: how about adding a Christmas Tree to WW TC during the Christmas
holidays? I know the town we lived in Oswego IL part of Chicagoland had a tree lighting
ceremony and a tree up during holidays. It was a nice touch.
Please do not expand Town Center.
Stop trying to make Wildwood a "Frontenac" and look at the success of "Kirkwood" The
sense of community is much stronger in Kirkwood. People live closer together and thus are
able to enjoy community.
No
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Don’t change the Charter please.
Please stop tearing down trees and natural elements to build homes and businesses. I hate
what was done over in Brightleaf clear cutting the land and jamming a bunch of homes into
the space.
I don’t know if the design of the park like area to the West of City Hall has anything to do
with this survey. I thought the design seemed very nice but the brochure that went to every
resident must have cost a fortune! Maybe it could have been done in a more economical
manner.
I think we need to keep in mind that we need all types of housing in the Town Center. That
means condos, apartments, houses and attached homes. We need people to support
businesses so we need homes. We can't just do 1 acre -1.5 acre lots in the town center and
3 acres outside of the town center. That makes living in Wildwood not affordable and not
attractive to a variety of people. In this day when we are trying to be more diverse and
welcoming everyone, the people of Wildwood need to think about that.
I hope Wildwood doesn't turn into a Senior Community
Remove street trees that are inhibiting traffic views from driveways along Manchester. Be
more community friendly to retailers, developers that have chosen to expand in wildwood.
I would prefer no more of high density "apartment type structures" in the town center area.
No
The Mayor needs to go. He’s a liar, and most likely getting illegal kickbacks.
We believe the plan should not be as restrictive as it is, but we don't want creativity to run
to excess.
No.
See answer to question #24
Thank you so much for asking for the input of citizens who will be impacted by these
decisions. Wonderful!!!
We need more green space and park like settings.
Do not expand the town center! There is lots of unused space currently. Especially the part
where the kennel is located. This is on a steep hill and not suited for further development.
Does every house in a subdivision have to be the same? Does architecture committee control
paint colors, along with garage setback?
Please keep the wooded land! Fill up the open building space in already built structures
(Schnucks plaza and Imps plaza). Keep as much natural land as possible. Add in parks,
trees, paths, and gardens.
Adding the 7 lots at to the town center on the south side of Manchester is okay if the lot
sizes are large at around 1 to 1.5 acres
Please quit taking away the green spaces-residential and commercial growth is getting out
of control
Keep Wildwood wild. We don’t need more homes or development west of 109
We need a Waterpark and community pool like North point in Ballwin.
no
More shops and restaurants would be great. We are limited in our options and spend more
money in Ellisville, Eureka, Ballwin and Manchester because there just aren’t many options in
Wildwood. We’d like to spend more money within the community, but don’t have many
options. And drive-throughs are fine. People use them so why not allow them? Otherwise,
they’ll spend money elsewhere.
No
Wildwood has lost all its charm. Old Manchester Road construction was a total mess. No
more charm!
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Over developed now, Payne homes wants to clear another 50 acers and call The Reserve.
What a joke. Very disappointed.
Wildwood has become just like Ballwin and Ellisville. Nothing special. HWY 100 will just
be like HWY 94 and HWY K. We don’t need all the development .
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Again disappointed. I am not the only one that feels this way.
Be sure there are lots of sidewalks and green spaces
Yes please do not consider adding apartment complexes in the town center. I’ve heard that
there is consideration of adding units at Eatherton and Main Street and I and my family are
completely against this. We moved to Wildwood to live in nice subdivisions not to live next
to an apartment complex. I would be in support of nice town homes along Main Street. I
know they’ve had their problems but the town homes in cambury turned out very nice with
their mature landscaping and brick construction. I think this would add to the look of a nice
urban downtown that Wildwood is looking for. But apartments or condos would be an
eyesore and are not wanted.
Also when is Main Street going to connect with downtown Wildwood? Are we waiting for
the home owners to except offers on their homes? And aren’t these homes set back far
enough for the city to add in Main Street without the owners having to sell?
I think that Wildwood is a fantastic place to live. Our local government really listens to the
residents and it is appreciated. Thank you for your hard work and dedication to keeping
Wildwood and great place to live and raise a family. We love our community and love the
small town vibe that it has. Not to mention the paths, sidewalks and parks that really make
Wildwood a great walking, biking and pedestrian centered community. Keep up the great
work and continue to listen to the residents!
The question about drive-throughs confused me, because the survey would let me choose
only one option, and I support drive-throughs in all the options offered, not just one.
I would like Wildwood to look into the possibility of building the velodrome again. We
missed out on this one. Huge mistake.
My bias is towards minimal, cautious development in Town Center.
there are a lot of vacancies in the town center area that cannot be blamed on the virus
Streets should never again be allowed to be as narrow as Cambury (particularly the newer
section with no cutouts). It's insanely narrow.
No
The area needs housing with larger lots (1.5 acres) than the current high density. I support
the area of 100/109 as proposed for this usage.
Encouraging to see specific planning activities and plans for future development of
Wildwood. We do need more restaurants (including drive-throughs) and stores. We should
allow for and encourage development of some traditional big box general merchandise
retailers - Target, WalMart, etc. Though I do not live in the Town Center area proper, I live
very close by and think we need more in the specific Wildwood Town Center area to
prevent having to go to other cities down Manchester for shopping needs. Another comment,
I do not understand the past approval of the Assisted Living facility in the core area. This
high value area should have been preserved for walkable retail and dining. Assisted Living
residents typically do not leave the facility and cannot make use of the development in the
area. While it may generate tax revenue, I think it was a waste of valuable city land space.
Past consideration of the biking facility would also have been a waste of valuable space - it
would not serve to benefit the larger population of the city.
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Side walk installed on Eatherton rd. Walking path/access to town center from Crestview.
NO car access to town center from crest view.
Same as previous comment on more parks and expand trail system
I think they need to leave Eatherton and crest view alone. Those people have lived there for
many years. I like personally the old town look.
I prefer less commercial business and fast food places. I like the home feel and ability to
walk to town center, but as a resident I don't want to sacrifice the peace and quiet for a lot
of commercial activity.
I would like to know where we stand in your planning of our home??? Please give an
update. 16905 Niere Acres
The only pitfall I have seen on the TCUT is things like timing and funding were not touched
on at all. Having sat through this process now twice and reading about the prior plans, this
is a big failure of any updates. Nothing gets implemented and funding for various
improvements is never analyzed.
#16 unclear wording. Don’t understand meaning
#13 agree with most, but don’t want multiple family
I do not understand what the following questions are asking me. How do I get more
information on these questions? The questions are #10, #13, #16.
Can I go back and update my survey once I understand these questions better?
A lot of these questions were vague. They didn't provide context as to the goal of the
changes or what it would specifically allow.
no
Main Street is not receiving the attention it needs. With that going through to 109 changes
everything in a good way.
I would not want to recommend the "removal" of anyone’s current home, but would prefer to
keep area around "downtown" area for commercial use and not new residential
development.
Make sure that any proposed roundabouts get residential approval for those who are
affected that live in nearby homes. There should be enough distance from a roundabout
from current property lines, such as those at the corner of Main St. and Eatherton.
Keep the plan fluid.
Keep the integrity of the Wildwood Master Plan.
Thank you to the committee for working diligently on this.
No multi- family or attached living structures
I think the town center is built out enough with subdivisions. Traffic is awful on 10.We should
be concentrating on getting new business in. Take a look at all the Restaurants that have
closed.
Provisions for larger box retail; e.g., Walmart; Target, etc.
The survey could be updated to provide more clarity on what the intent of the question or
proposal will be changed for. The questions left vague seem very pork barrel and loaded.
Make sure multi modal connectivity is required in all development and appropriate long
and short term bike parking is required with all commercial businesses and office uses.
If we continue to allow pure residential in the town center and don’t require commercial and
mixed juice, we will no longer have a viable town center. I understand everybody wants to
do residential, but this is the one area in town that we need to hold onto the commercial and
mixed use. I am sympathetic to property owners who want to make more money by getting
a change, but this has been in place for 25 years and no one could have an expectation at
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this point that their property could be expanded into the town center. We need to
maintain the commercial areas as commercial, and we need to make sure that they are
billed out as commercial or mixed use. The great cities of this country have true vibrant
mixed used areas, we do not yet and this is our only opportunity.
Overall plan B seems to tick all the boxes in the first survey. Don’t think we need more
parking in that area since there is ample public parking a short distance away.
We want Main Street to connect to crestview into Town Center!!!! Our whole neighborhood
wants this.
I feel that if you incorporate private alleyways into public maintenance you need to bring
the rest of the private roads into public maintenance. A large amount of tax revenue comes
from outside the town center area and that money should be fairly distributed.
No
What I don’t want to lose is Wildwood’s ability to host events in the Dierberg’s town center
area. The nursing home and bright leaf subdivision have already disrupted what used to be
a really great 4th of July experience. It seems Wildwood is losing too much of its green
space that can hosts these kinds of events. In the interest of growth, I’d love to see more
small businesses along walking trails so that we can continue to enjoy our outdoor spaces.
Stop the high density housing.
It was very difficult to answer these questions. It's hard to have an opinion about land use
categories, or the addition/change of "properties" when there is no definition of any of
these things, nor any indication of what the consequences are one way or the other. How
large is a "property", for instance? If you add 10 "properties"- does that mean you're
building 10 homes into a currently wooded area? How would the landscape change if those
properties were added? If we change a land use category, what does that mean? None of
this was well-defined in the survey so most of what I marked was "no opinion." It's hard to
have an opinion if you don't understand what the ultimate consequences will be for choosing
one way or the other. I feel like the video didn't really explain much, either- yes, I watched
all 4 minutes of it.
See previous page!
As before, I would like to see function prioritized over aesthetics. A road that is difficult or
annoying to use (due to congestion or other issues) is not desirable no matter how "good" it
looks. The 109 roundabouts have proven so far quite useful. On the other hand, the density
and sharp 90-degree corners in town center can be quite annoying and difficult to
navigate.
Town Center and surrounding areas need more dining options from casual to upscale.
Keep the trees. Tired of seeing major areas of trees being taken down - esp by the
Dierbergs area. It is hard to be called Wildwood if we get rid of the woods.
No.

Appendix D – Question #24
Q.24. Is there anything the committee overlooked that you would like to see addressed in the plan's
modifications?
158 respondents included their opinion on overlooked items. Their responses are below:
Respondents
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Concerns that more questions should be provided regarding housing in general.
Questionnaire was complicated (terms used could have been better defined and basic) and
not clear and straight forward. Feel that there is a lack of transparency. Choices given for
designation were black and white and gave no option for comment, clarification or concern
with the questions.
The Update Team spend much time doing a comprehensive review of the Town Center Plan
and that work is greatly appreciated.
I am not sure how this can be addressed, but a focus on inclusivity would make me happiest.
I love diversity in our population and would love to encourage it. I think one way to do that
is to not be too restrictive about architectural styles.
I wish that the committee were more committed to preserving a quieter community with more
of a country feel. I moved here to escape suburbia, not to watch it develop around me.
This may not be the place, but can I shoot deer in my backyard? Asking for a friend.
Removal of the area west of Hwy 109 and south of Hwy 100 out of the Town Center.
Stop building retirement housing. And, don’t build anymore apartment buildings.
Please provide a more centralized area for large gatherings, i.e. BBQ bash area and art
festivals
This survey was interesting, but it relied on definitions that were not provided. Yes, you
showed maps delineating areas you were referencing, but I know the devil is in the details.
Asking leading questions without full disclosure of what is involved makes the survey a bit
unreliable. Why not attach a PDF of material in question? Again, based on my experience
trying to observe a simple meeting, I'm skeptical of what lurks behind the curtain/survey.
How is Wildwood attracting new businesses and what’s the support for any Scholl
expansion required as a result of these recommendations?
NA
Stop allowing neighborhoods to be built west of 109
Not that I’m aware of.
It would be wonderful to have a library in the Town Center.
More trees. More green. No more buildings or clearing land for ugly developments. There
are already too many developments. Wildwood has gone downhill the last 8 years since I
moved here and I am disgusted. The community events are very nice and I appreciate them.
The summer concert series is a family favorite and showcases what wildwood has to offer
the community. We don’t need a thousand more ugly new homes.
Please make the process to sell and develop property, both commercial and residential

16
17
18
19
20
21

MUCH EASIER.
I think it is important to limit the commercial development around the schools (Wildwood
Middle, Pond Elem, St. Alban Roe, Babler, Lafayette, Rockwood Valley Middle) not
contained within neighborhoods.
It’s implied, I think, about the drive-through questions, that the residents will face some loss in
the quality of their life, due to noise, stink, headlights and who knows what else. I’d be mad
if that turned up on my property line.
Nope.
n/a
Please rezone the corner of Main Street and Highway 109 and along Highway 109 from
Manchester to Highway 100 as anything but commercial!!!! Create a welcoming entry into
Main Street from Highway 109 with natural water features, a small park area etc along the
bike paths that already exist and let people shop, eat etc along Manchester or in the
Downtown District. Be more creative with this space - it is not conducive to commercial use!!!!
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You already are creating a new neighborhood transition district across from it ... use this
space as a green space transition as well - it is NOT for commercial use!
In my opinion, Taylor in the downtown district is too narrow and the curbs are too high.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment! I appreciate your diligence and hard work.
we still need housing density near town center to keep restaurant and business activity
viable or it will be a ghost town. wildwood lacks entry level and stepdown housing options
and town center is the intended place.
Are we still limiting to a height of no more than 5 stories in the Town Center Area? would
like to insure that continues.
No
Safe Sidewalk access from Pond Ball Park to the Park and trail on 100 and Pond Road.
We live in the Brightleaf and to have the south entrance gated since cars drive thru at 60
miles an hour with children on the streets.
remove vegetation in roundabout on Highway 109
no
Yeah ... helping morons like me know where to find the details for your proposals.
Retaining the red area Workplace District at the corners of Main Street and 109, along
109 by Main Street Crossing and by 109 and 100 is a BAD Decision! This land should be
transitional land preserved for green space, more natural looking features like small ponds
etc. - small green space that serves as a transition leading into the new Neighborhood
transition district that allows for more suburban homes on larger lots. Do not clutter this area
with commercial properties - keep it on Manchester and the current Downtown District! Hey
109 is a vital representation of Wildwood and serves as a barrier that has always
protected Wildwood’s open land and beauty! People can access commercial in the
downtown district and along Manchester! Do not do this to Highway 109 and clutter it ...
two gas stations at the corner of 109 and 100 already look so tacky! Leave it as it is - no
more mistakes!!!!
Please do not any more roundabouts in the city!
Thanks to the committee for their efforts.
it would be nice to keep a park section for children and pets.
Again WATER SHED ON WOODS AVE. ‼️‼️‼️
no, a well thought out survey
Is there a plan to "market" vacant commercial buildings? My concern is that priority is
placed on new developments and turning land into buildings, while existing commercial
structures are left to collect dust and become eyesores. As I outlined in the comment above,
there seems to a higher priority on new residential developments in Town Center instead of
beautifying existing residential areas (Lindy Lane, Eatherton Road).
Our town center should have sport activities including tennis, basketball courts, playground
in the hub of where our city is. This has been left off the map. Sporting events bring
business. Please modify.
no
If you could include an explanation of question asked would be great there were some
questions here that were head scratchers.
Stores and shops should be fully leased in the current Town Center before constructing
additional storefronts. No more roundabouts. We have plenty. No more senior facilities,
nursing homes, elder care centers are needed in Wildwood. We already have too many.
No big box stores. Keep the current family oriented environment and bring back the BBQ
bash to the main Town Center.
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None that I'm aware of...
Be smart with the subdivision plans. Don’t let the Developers take advantage! It is the
citizens/buyers that get taken.
DO NOT ALLOW COMMERCIAL EXPANSION ALONG HIGHWAY 109! ESPECIALLY
HIGHWAY 109 FROM OLD MANCHESTER TO HIGHWAY 100 AND JUST PAST HIGHWAY
100.
The Committee needs to truly think about this! Having more greens space within the Town
Center (not just the 6 acres purchased by the City for the Open Green Space). Many urban
cities have done a wonderful job of providing additional green space throughout the city
center and Main Street from 109 is the perfect place for the city to provide a "gateway"
that respects open space and still keeps the feel of an open Wildwood leading into the
dense Downtown District. Keep the current commercial/workspace properties in the
Downtown District and also along Old Manchester where it best fits!
Thanks for your great work!
Keep the plan bike friendly
You paid for two notable planners to make a plan. why are you not following the plan?
Waste of money to buy expert professional guidance only to ignore the recommendations.
Money that could have not been spent at all.
More green space should be allowed within Town Center not just the six acre space
purchased by the City. The land at the corner of Highway 109 and Main Street and along
Highway 109 bordering Main Street Crossing should NOT be commercial outfits - keep this
green space along 109 to maintain the beauty and open feel that Wildwood is
appreciated for.
Please don't change the original character of Wildwood in the guise of expansion.
Please make burying utilities a priority. Old Manchester was just redone, the utilities were
moved over but not buried? Why not? It is an eye sore. Also, the trees planted along the
street are great, but are planted way to close to each other! In 20 years half will need to
be removed. Money could be better spent on half as many trees but more mature.
Stop building so many houses. Stop building houses with driveways off main roads like Old
Manchester. Stop the spread of Covid by not increasing the population or start spreading
out in Wildwood. It's too tight in the town center. Also, don't allow high density residential
housing to change school boundaries!!
This doesn't pertain to the land modifications but in the long scheme of things for the safety
of all please have the speed limit on Hwy 100 lowered to 40mph in this area
Good job. I can see that a lot of thought and consideration went into the work and it is
appreciated.
At the city's inception, we were led to believe that the development west of 109 would be
three acre residential. Why are we not keeping that commitment instead of trying to
change it?? Who's side is the city on?
It's important for commercial properties to look good from the rear of the business as well.
Would like to see some stipulation that the back of the business be required to plant
evergreens to help provide a buffer to residential areas. Thanks!
Subdivisions North of 100 demonstrated the lack of protections to ensure the landscape
architecture of Wildwood when they conducted a lumber harvesting operation to clear the
land. What else needs to be protected that is open to be exploited by future developers?
We need to allow a Target... Walmart or Costco. We lack nearby options.
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The number of individuals that run red lights at Taylor and 100. Lights should consider a
pause for those getting a green light as the speed of those running the red light would
cause a fatal accident. Witness this at least once a week. Shocked that there are not more
accidents.
More deer hunting
Repave Valley Village Parkway ASAP. It is so bumpy that my cars are developing
permanent rattles. Please add this to your plan.
Please keep in mind parking. I don’t just want large parking lots. Thanks!
I would like to see more focus on providing space for recreational sports facilities within the
Town Center boundary. We currently have few public options for kids to practice / play
team sports outdoors. A turfed outdoor facility would bring much needed foot traffic to
downtown and help support local business.
Stop building huge retirement homes and big businesses!
Stop destroying the natural landscape of wildwood with over population.
I would like a permanent location for a year round farmers/artisans market that would
have indoor & outdoor spaces.
Please keep the Village Green designated as Cultural/Institutional
uniforming fencing for homes allow only black wrought iron fences in communities to keep
the yards uniform and clean. Windsor Crest has wood fences, white fences, iron fences, it
should be just one type of fence allowed when they are replaced from here on out to keep
the community cohesive.
affordable housing areas for 50+ That are not nursing homes.
Stop changing the area and stop bringing crime to the area!!!
Separating the historic district and cultural institutional district from the town center
Not at this time.
Na
Outdoor amphitheater or stage with elevated tiers for blanket seating or lawn chairs to
watch entertainment but still socially distance.
No where did you address the Town Center West of 109 on Manchester Road. We were
promised sidewalks this year.
Possibly add a more versatile store like home depot for residences .
No
Rec Center would be nice.
no
Add sport courts to 1 or more parks please. Hiking and biking trails are nice but overdone.
How about responding to feedback we have given over the years. It is almost like you are
tone deaf.
Keep the cultural use for parcels near the Community College--only single homes not
apartments for this area.
There needs to be a stronger push for EV charging infrastructure. Consider partnering with
ChargePoint, Volta, or similar provider for electric vehicle charging points throughout the
entire town center area where shopping, dining, and multi-family housing or education
institutions are present.
We need a dog park in town center, not across the highway...
Signs. The sign laws are antiquated. A Wildwood kennel can't put up a sign by the road to
let people know it is back down that road. The high school could use an electronic sign to
notify residents as to what is going on. There can be size restrictions but businesses need to
be able to show where their business is and schools need to have the electronic signs since
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activities change daily and there is no time to manually change the signs, especially in bad
weather.
You need to look at the Town Center area for a market similar to the one in Kirkwood. We
are always looking for fresh foods. We need something open every day with multiple
vendors.
I think it would be great if you consider having a hospital built out in this area by one of
the major healthcare systems in the area. It could benefit those in far West County and we
have the space available here. It would be a great service for our citizens in this area.
Traffic issues at Clayton, 109, Strecker and Old Eatherton intersection
No
No
No.
Published results of your survey and the final decisions that are made by the committee
would be appreciated.
Any changes to the usage of space, esp. development of
smaller areas, should take into account the affect it would have on the immediate
community. This would definitely pertain to kinds of businesses to include but not confined to
multifamily developments.
Although this has nothing to do with the plan, we feel it is imperative to allow Lafayette
High School to have a digital sign listing important events, similar to what is allowed at
Marquette High School, Eureka High School and Rockwood Summit High School. It is no
different than the digital signs you have displayed for Wildwood events! Please reconsider
your stance on this subject. Thank you!
Limit high density housing and proactively legislate against future federal demands /
appropriation for low income housing
The new Greenleaf houses are ugly and too dense. The intent of Wildwood is to maintain
space while having the convenience of everything on Manchester road...which is only a short
drive. There's no good reason to duplicate the retail and restaurant options to be just a little
further west. Wildwood should not become like Chesterfield, with the "you want it, build it"
attitude! Maintain the 3-acre limit everywhere and preserve the greenspace that is quickly
disappearing. Also, good job on putting in the roundabouts which should keep 109 from
become and through fare between 40 and 44 for truckers. Please retain, though, the
"country" feel of the rest of 109.
Start allowing more fast food restaurants and drive-through's. If you want people to spend
money in Wildwood we have to have more restaurants here & allowing more drivethrough's!! This is inconveniencing the people here.
No
No
I believe all new development should include great pedestrian and cycling infrastructure for
all ages and abilities. This includes traffic calming measures. If it's not accessible with these
facilities, it should not be built. So far we've done a good job at this but cars drive too fast.
I like the pervious pavement on Manchester - can we include this in new construction and
more low maintenance/native plantings versus pavement.
See above
No
109 north of Clayton is dangerous
The cost of maintaining private alleys and if a standard has been established for their
construction. Depending on the objective vacation easements might be a better solution.
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Thank you for your hard work!
Please do not go all "Chesterfield" on us and want to build everywhere. So far there has
been restraint, thankfully, except for the Brightleaf area which found it necessary to tear
down trees. There does need to be continued oversight as to what the builders are doing.
See previous.
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Last point___you frown on drive throughs but you allow breadco to have one...
Some of the smaller maps shown in this questionnaire were not adequately representing the
larger overview of the Town Center..
I like the potential built into this Master Plan update, The retail economy is going through
strenuous adaptions to COVID’s impact. And restaurants are under tremendous pressures as
well. The plan offers hopeful opportunities moving forward from the uncertainties of 2020
and beyond.
Please give due attention to green spaces and walking/riding trails throughout town center
development. Clear cutting our lands is not seen as an 'improvement'.
Develop a plan for roads to channel traffic in and out before any further development is
permitted. Traffic on Manchester is a nightmare and the string of traffic circles on 109 has
made it difficult and unappealing
Continued emphasis on local or regional chain businesses, not so much national chains.
Fill vacant buildings
Add a recommendation to ask MODOT for an additional ingress and egress off Hwy 100
to support access in and out of the future Village Green and eventual expansion of
development around the Village Green.
The new park off of Old State Road!!!!! Since the park opened, people walk the trails and
end up at the bottom and believe it or not, actually walk up Old State to get back to the
parking lot. Very dangerous for all!!!!!!!!!
No
High-speed Internet
No
Would like to see taller buildings, quality high density condos or apartments.
I would like to thank the committee for all of their time, effort and hard work that went into
this plan.
Wildwood is a city that I am proud to reside. The parks, walking trails, Town Center +
restaurants, and the Farmers Market, provide the beginning of what could be an amazing
area. It would be so nice to have weekly concerts - as these are events people like me
want to attend. When I have attended Wildwood concerts in the past, the events have
been packed with people and it is wonderful! Events with quality entertainment have the
potential to generate exposure and awareness for small businesses (to showcase and
sponsor the events) plus provides the opportunity for the community to gather together close
to their homes. When the events have quality music, people will be there! In addition, the
Town Center would benefit from more small bars that provide entertainment and can be
open later than 9 pm. From attending city council meetings in the past, I understand the
community is not willing to look at this type of business. However, businesses such as The
Wolf (Clayton and Kehrs Mill) have a quiet venue that is not conducive to loud music, but still
has live music that people enjoy listening to with a glass of wine. Again, I am not talking
about Big Sky - with loud concerts and lots of loud people in parking lots. I am talking
about an intimate spot with less than 100 people that is open past 9 pm and allows for
alcohol and live music. I love Wildwood and hope that the city can maintain its charm
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without becoming too populated due to all of the recent new home construction. Team thank you for all that you do!
Please frame your questions in common language for citizens without any context to your
discussions or committee meeting presentations.
Keep our large lot size. Bright leaf is disappointing. All the houses look cookie cutter. Didn’t
even vary the siding just one blue grey street of cookie cutter houses.
Storm water issues and preservation of natural areas.
The idea of landscaping medians only allows wildlife to surprise drivers out of "creative",
tall landscaping. Why allow this anywhere speeds are over 30mph?
What is going to happen with empty spaces we have now? Can we plant more trees?
Wildwood needs a Target type store so the residents don't have to drive 20 minutes to buy
necessities.
no
Don’t overdevelop to the point where there is nowhere to hold the community events like
wildwood days, bbq fest, etc.
Don’t think so
The video was great! Also, I've been to enough city council meetings to understand that to
city administrators and founders Town Center includes more than just the Dierbergs plaza,
but to most residents, Town Center will always be just that area. Our neighborhood backs
up to Brightleaf, yet even my 13-year-old tells me he's going to bike ride up to Town
Center with his friends to get Starbucks. :-) I think it's important city administrators realize
this -- that no matter how much the city educates people about the area Town Center
technically encompasses, 100 and 109 are true physical and mental barriers standing in the
way of getting people to think of Town Center as anything beyond Dierbergs.
Would like to see active areas. Pump track/skate park for kids. Mountain bike park to be
built.
Follow the suggestions of your residents. We live here and desire to be listened to.
I can see no need for the area at the northeast corner of 109 and 100 to be commercial,
there are already 2 gas stations on south side of this intersection and drive thru restaurants
are not Wildwood Style. Also the path bridges and elevation of area and roundabouts
would make access difficult at best.
Thanks for letting us voice our opinions. Keep up the good work!
No
Perhaps add things in the "open park spaces" for older kids to do, other than just a park
with pavilions and playground, but maybe a skate park and for the winter an ice skating
rink. Teens need a safe place to hang out other than Panera and walking the streets.
Noise! Loud music!
The TCUT did a great job reviewing the overall TC plan as a lot of parts are moving.
There are so many areas on different resolutions. It would be easier to answer questions if
each area were individualized.
With the building of new housing and subdivisions your haven't mentioned anything about
adding new schools? Is this something you should address as you move forward?
no
Main Street is not receiving the attention it needs. With that going through to 109 changes
everything in a good way.
It would be nice if we could get some additional shopping options in the community.
Thank you for the survey!!
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Make sure that any proposed roundabouts get residential approval for those who are
affected that live in nearby homes. There should be enough distance from a roundabout
from current property lines, such as those at the corner of Main St. and Eatherton.
Increased street repair/replacement.
An Aquatic Center / Pool Complex. Something similar to "The Lodge" at the city of Des
Peres and "The family Aquatic Center" in Chesterfield.
no
Concentrate on helping the businesses
An updated survey with more detail related to each question.
Expansion of the town center to the south is not appropriate. There are serious stormwater
problems already existing heading down Woods Road. In addition these are second and
third tier properties. At best only the front sections of the properties should be included, but
absolutely it is unreasonable to include the back portion. I urge you to walk those
properties to see what I mean. This is not a well thought out recommendation as made to
include the whole properties, if any at all.
We do not need any more new commercial building in the town center area.
No
The community garden keeps getting moved, please ensure it has a permanent spot in our
plan moving forward. Your plan did not have enough detail on what would happen if areas
that aren’t currently part of the town center got included in its boundary. What are the
implications to Frolic Inn if they are inside the boundary? I do not want any business to suffer
just because the architecture of an existing building doesn’t meet wildwoods expectations
going forward.
I think we should keep the open spaces of wildwood as open as we can- 1 1/2 and 3-6 lots
are fine but no high rise or high density please
You overlooked giving residents a basic understanding of what these things are before
rolling out a survey. I didn't need to know the entire history of the Town Center Area, but it
would have been helpful to know what each land use category means, or what "property"
means and how big that is.
TREES
Definitely think we need a place like Pops in Chicago
No.

